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**Acronyms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Black Carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOP</td>
<td>the Bottom Of the Pyramid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR</td>
<td>Corporate Social Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALY</td>
<td>Disability-adjusted life year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPOPA</td>
<td>Export Promotion of Organic Products of Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBO</td>
<td>Faith Based Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNI</td>
<td>Gross National Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GINI Index</td>
<td>standard economic measure of income inequality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCA</td>
<td>Life-cycle Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light-Emitted Diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDG</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>Particulate Matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The UN</td>
<td>The United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASH</td>
<td>Water, Sanitation, Hygiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hectoliter</td>
<td>hl, hL, 100 liters, 100 L, 100 l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USD, $</td>
<td>US dollar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract, Tiivistelmä

The TAMAA (Hope) Case study inquired with the in-depth interviews, how to build a sustainable flourishing learning village community even though the poverty is widespread, agriculture practices are ineffective without irrigation systems, and lack of energy prevents to make the most of the African enormous resources. George Pindua, one of the interviewees expressed: ‘The basic needs of people in Africa include food, shelter, clean water, electricity, education, hospital and infrastructure’. Therefore, this case of African villagers' wellbeing explored the insights, knowledge, experiences, and visions of people involved in development co-operation works for years, giving voice to these professionals who have worked within people in the developing countries and especially in Sub-Saharan Africa. Furthermore, the goal was to identify change levers, which foster the society to satisfy rural Africans' basic needs and broaden these needs to business opportunities.

The research strategy was the case study research with in-depth face-to-face interviews. The TAMAA research first assessed the general basic customer needs as education, food, water, sanitation, health, lighting, cooking, income, safe and sustainable environment, electricity, and general market opportunities. Then, the face-to-face interviews revealed that the most weighted needs, which contribute to wellbeing, were Clean Water, Nutritious Food, Lifelong Health, Education at all levels, Safe and Healthy Lighting, Agricultural Productivity, Jobs, opportunities for Micro to medium-sized businesses and Electricity as well as clean cooking. The interviews were complemented by reference interviews and cases. New sustainable services were discovered and assessed: Safe and Healthy Lighting, Clean Water, and Drip Irrigation to Food Markets, which have capabilities to produce these identified needs. These services were based on solar technologies and they integrated human needs, energy services, and technology to socio-technical systems.

Clean Water decreases water-based diseases and, together with Drip Irrigation, enables a prolific agriculture with versatile crops, increases yields and ensures safe access to Nutritious Food. Equally important, Drip Irrigation generates Micro to medium-sized businesses and offers village-farmers opportunities to sell diverse products to local markets. The service, Safe and Healthy Lighting, reduces the serious indoor air problems due to the use of traditional kerosene lamps. In addition, this Lighting service makes Education, Jobs, and Micro to medium-sized businesses possible in the evening. Lighting is based on the LED lights and solar panels, which are considered stable technologies, and this service provides a safe and healthy environment for schools, hospitals, and other buildings.

The findings of this TAMAA Case suggest further research and pilot projects, which can implement these new energy services as concepts and broaden them to the exports in potential food markets.

TAMAA (Hope) tapaustutkimus selvittää, kuinka voidaan rakentaa kestävän kehityksen mukainen kukoistava oppiva kyläyhteisö, vaikka köyhyyys on laajalle levinnyt, maatalouden käytännöt ovat tehottomia eikä kasteluujärjestelmiä ole, sekä


Uudet kestävät palvelut, Turvallinen Valo, Puhdas Vesi ja Tihkukastelu Ruokamarkkinoita varten, mahdollistivat tuottamaan ruokaa, vettä, terveyttä, koulutusta, työtä, tehokasta maataloutta, luomaan pientä ja keskikokoista yrittäjyyttä sekä viilentämään maapallon ilmaston lämpenemistä. Nämä aurinkoteknoologian perustuvat palvelut muodostavat sosio-teknisiä järjestelmiä, jossa ihmisten tarpeet yhdistyvät palvelutekniologioihin.

Puhdas Vesi vähentää sairauksisia, mutta Tihkukastelu Ruokamarkkinoita varten Puhtaan Veden kanssa mahdollistaa tuottoisan maatalouden ja monipuoliset kasvit ja enentyvät sadot, siten luoden edellytyksiä Ravitsevaan Ruokaan. Myös on tärkeää, että tämä palvelu synnyttää yrittäjyyttä mikrotasolta keskisuuressa, että kylämaanviljelijät voivat myydä monipuolisia tuotteita paikallisille markkinoille.

Seuraavaksi suositellaan tutkimuksen laajentamista ja piloteita, jotka voivat implementoida nämä uudet palvelut konsepteina sekä soveltaa niitä potentialisille ruoka vientimarkkinoille.
Executive summary

The purpose to create this TAMAA Case was to illuminate new perspectives for building a flourishing co-learning community, where new sustainable services satisfy the general basic needs of villagers and even empower them to run their micro to medium-sized businesses. Thus, they can enter food markets and get out of poverty.

**Problem area:** TAMAA Case acquired shared knowledge and meaning in widespread poverty, as well as in lack of education, jobs, livelihood opportunities, clean water, irrigation, health, and in reasons why hunger and malnutrition exist among villages in Africa? With in-depth face-to-face interviews, reference interviews and cases, and literature reviews, TAMAA Case suggested new sustainable services as solutions for the problem area shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Problem Area to be studied, Saarinen, R., (2015b)](image)

**Needs:** This TAMAA Case reviewed general basic customer needs and energy services, which met these discovered needs. These needs of customers, villagers, were analyzed to be Clean Water, Nutritious Food, Lifelong Health, Education at all levels, Safe and Healthy Lighting, Agricultural Productivity, Jobs, Micro to medium-sized business opportunities, and Sustainable Electricity. These needs were mapped to Maslow's hierarchy of needs as illustrated in Figure 2, which emphasizes the role of self-actualization, empowerment, and co-learning in supporting others to become the beneficial community members.

**Gap to bridge:** There exists widespread poverty and lack of diverse basic needs as Figure 1 reveals. Indeed, the gap to meet the African needs in rural areas is substantially wide when comparing this status with the needs in Maslow's hierarchy in Figure 2.
Therefore, TAMAA Case aimed to inquire which change levers as vehicles enable to bridge the gap in building a flourishing village community and how new sustainable services are capable to empower villagers (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Summary of Basic Customer Needs, Saarinen, R., (2015b), based on Maslow's hierarchy of needs (Maslow, 2000), Sprit based on e.g. Frankl, (2010), Photos (Photo Ref.)

Figure 3. Bridging the gap from poverty and lack of basic needs to Flourishing Village Community, Saarinen, R., (2015b).
Services to meet villagers' needs: This TAMAA Case evaluated how Needs, Resources, and Technologies matched with the new energy services: Safe and Healthy Lighting, Clean Water, and Drip Irrigation to Food Markets as illuminated in Figure 4. These services are based on solar technology and integrate Needs, Energy Services, and Technology to socio-technical systems. The cornerstone was co-generative learning in the innovative knowledge system network, which relies on participants and their interactions in sharing tacit and explicit knowledge during face-to-face interviews. This TAMAA Case first reviewed general customer basic needs, which are universal in developing countries in Chapter 2.1, and then applied the interviews for weighing the identified needs in Chapter 4.1, proceeding by introducing the new services, which were able to gratify these identified needs in the rest of Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 introduces the Village Community concept.

Figure 4. New energy services related to basic needs, Saarinen, R. (2015a), Photos, (Photo Ref.)
1. Introduction

1.1 Aim of TAMAA Case

TAMAA (Swahili) in English Hope: ‘uso wake umejaa fahari, tabasamu na tamaa, his/her face is full of glory, smile and hope’ (shown in Figure 1.1, Irja Aro-Heinilä). This TAMAA Case targets a flourishing village community as an African proverb expresses: ‘It takes a village to raise a child’.

![Figure 1.1. Tanzanian children in a kindergarten, Photo: Irja Aro-Heinilä](image)

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in poverty elicitation, agricultural improvements and mitigating climate change in developing countries. Therefore, this research addresses the question how to build a sustainable flourishing learning village community (as shown in Figure 1.2) in the environment, where you have poverty, as well as lack of clean water, food, health care, education, prolific agriculture, and lack of other living opportunities (as shown in Figure 1 in Executive Summary). The flourishing village community might be just a dream, but what if it were possible by establishing a collaborative learning environment within the village and such outside partners as non-governmental organizations (NGOs), researchers, companies, and universities together seeking solutions to identified problems. TAMAA Case conducts face-to-face interviews and takes advantage of participatory action research; these interviews involve the participants who have gained real-life-experiences of development cooperation and solutions in meeting basic needs of rural people in developing countries. The aim is to acquire meaning and knowledge in the needs of villagers and in the services to meet these needs. With these interviewees this research work investigates the services and change vehicles, which are capable of leveraging villagers to higher levels of the hierarchy of needs (see Figure 2 in Executive Summary). Consequently, they have opportunities to achieve their full potential, self-actualization, and they can even empower others to come out of poverty.

One major change motor is an African woman: according to studies and real-life experiences, helping women is one of the best ways to support whole families and reduce poverty at grass-roots: ‘Educated mothers, healthy children’. Therefore, the role
of educated women is crucial in achieving healthy village communities, as expressed in Figure 1.2. (see Appendix B). (Corvalán et al., 1999; EFA, 2014; Järvinen, 2007; Women's Bank, 2014).

**Wellbeing of African villagers in their community**
**Empowered by sustainable new energy services**

![Image of wellbeing and education](Photo Ref.)

A viable business opportunity is another major mean to generate a change, agriculture being the biggest potential market in Africa (World Bank, 2013). Now, this paper gives the voice to Majok Kariom, who discussed about a livelihood and business opportunities during the interview (the story 12):

‘Even at a village level, using this energy (solar) system and lighting, and setting up a juice-factory and hiring employees, you can employ them locally from this village, and villagers can earn wages and salaries and they can live their way of life. Because there grow a lot of fruit trees, mangos, and nothing have been utilized yet, you can have a factory and you do not have to go for long distances to get your work and even there you have the same problems, there is no energy, you have nothing expect only in rainy seasons, and this rainy season is once a year and then you can cultivate, but this area is small and not commercial. But if we install a factory there, a juice-factory, then, if you have energy in place, you have factories, they will work for 24 hours and people are working there, and their lives will change, and your agricultural projects will work for a whole year not only once a year, and you have education and your factory is commercial and that will change your life, your family's life and your friends’, and village. So with this project (energy) we have roots in place, we have a factory, and we have schools, total change in people's lives’ (Appendix IE TAMAA Interviews).
1.2 **Objectives and research questions**

Figure 1.3 demonstrates the relationships of research philosophy, the community to be researched and co-generative learning in participatory actions. TAMAA Case is a multidisciplinary and cross-functional study, which follows a strategic goal-oriented approach and has defined the following vision, mission, aim, the main research question and sub-questions as well as strategic steps:

**TAMAA Vision**: sustainable flourishing learning Village Community

**TAMAA Mission**: Creating wellbeing of African villagers within their community empowered by sustainable energy services in collaborative dialogue among such participants as villagers, NGOs, companies, and researchers at diverse levels.

**TAMAA Aim**: To assess the building blocks and change levers for creating sustainable flourishing learning Village Community.

This study addresses the major research question — how to build sustainable flourishing learning Village Community, which is dived into the three more specific research questions as following:

1. How can African villagers' wellbeing be empowered by sustainable and new energy services?
2. Which customer needs of villagers can be met by providing sustainable energy services and how?
3. What are these new energy services, which can empower villagers?

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 1.3.** The relationships of the socio-technical system (Village Community), the collaborative learning of villagers, NGOs, companies, and researchers, the shared knowledge and meaning, the sustainable services and solar technology, and the methodologies and methods. Saarinen, R., (2015a).

In starting to answer the research questions, this TAMAA Case aims to meet the following strategic steps:
1. Review General Basic Customer Needs of rural people living in developing countries
2. Discover New Customer Needs and driving Change Levers
3. Identify New Sustainable Energy Services and Concepts
4. Discover Constraints and Obstacles

Figure 1.4 expresses the TAMAA research map. The research data discovered is grounded to general basic customer needs and reviewed in Chapter 2.1, data gathered during the years 2009-2014. Similarly, new energy technology data is reviewed and discussed in the licentiate thesis (Saarinen, R., 2015b). Case study analysis (Chapter 3.2) was applied for data mining, and this TAMAA Case applied assessment method (Chapter 3.3), mixed methods, and qualitative and quantitative research (Chapter 3.4).
2 Baseline review

2.1 General basic customer needs

2.1.1 Identified basic needs

Establishing the problem area, an overall picture of general basic needs in developing countries is illustrated in Figures 2.1 and 1. In this review, the references to TAMAA Appendices are found in this TAMAA Case report.

- There are roughly 1000 million hungry people
- More than 3600 million people live in areas of physical and economically water scarcity
- 2500 million people lack clean sanitation
- 3000 million live on less than 2.5 US$ per day
- Lack of access to health care services: 3300 million being at risk of malaria and 1200 million being affected by neglected tropical diseases
- Roughly 800 million people can not read and write, adults age 15 or over
- Still around 3000 million people cook and heat their homes using open fires and stoves
- About 1300 million people lack electricity and traditional fuel-based lights like kerosene lamps are most common.
- Traditional cooking and lighting facilities, as well as unclean drinking water and lack of safe sanitation cause diseases and deaths

Figure 2.1. Problems to be solved, Saarinen, R., (2015a), Photos (Photo Ref.)

2.1.2 Education

Approximately 800 million adults (aged 15 years and over) are considered functionally illiterate, and still 123 million youth (aged 15 to 24) do not know how to read and write. It is also estimated that especially in developing countries 250 million children of primary school age lack basic reading, writing and numeracy skills. However, access to education has improved worldwide (approximately 60 million children of primary school age were out of school). But at the same time, we all have the universal right to education: Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. (CIA, 2014; UN Human Rights; UN MDG, 2013; UNESCO EFA, 2014; UNESCO, 2000). The education status in some African countries is illustrated in Figure 2.2 (UN Africa MDG, 2013, p.39) and Appendix A, which show positive progress, e.g., in Tanzania and Zambia, where primary school enrollments reached 90 % or more. On the other hand, in most African countries the differences are discovered in gender parity (the ratio of girls/boys) at the secondary level, where the enrollments of girls are smaller than in boys and these differences even grow after the secondary school. (UN Africa MDG, 2013).
Because the increasing number of poor households are headed or maintained by women, a focus on poor women is therefore essential for poverty reduction. Similarly, the investments on girls which help them to complete good quality secondary education and support their transition from education to work, will improve the livelihood opportunities of these girls. Meda Wagtole, a schoolgirl in Ethiopia (DFID, 2005, p.iii) expressed: ‘To be educated means... I will not only be able to help myself, but also my family, my country, my people.’ The education of girls and women powerfully decreases diseases (see Appendix B) and helps to make communities and societies healthier, wealthier and safer. To eliminate malnutrition in the long term, education – especially education that empowers women – is vital. Many countries in Africa have school fares, and obligatory school uniforms, which are barriers to parents to send their children to school. Regarding girls’ education, especially at secondary and tertiary levels, deprivations, such as lost household work or paid labor, burden their parents’ economy. These costs have a significant impact on whether and which children are educated. In Africa, school fee removals have led to a dramatic increase in enrollments, e.g., in Kenya. Training and education enable to promote women’s opportunities for their own small businesses related to their everyday life. The role of women is essential in reducing the harmful indoor emissions due to traditional stoves and lights, and women need to be involved to design and solve problems regarding new safe and clean cooking and lighting solutions. (BMZ, 2012e; DFID, 2005; UNESCO EFA, 2014; Grown et al., 2005; Misana & Karlson, 2001).

Figure 2.2. Education status in some African countries, primary school enrollments show good progress, but secondary and tertiary level educations still have big challenges in gender parity (ratio of girls/boys). UN Africa MDG, (2013), p.39.

2.1.3 Water, food, and sanitation

By the end of 2011, globally 768 million people relied on unimproved drinking-water sources; although by some estimates, the number of people whose right to water is not satisfied could be as high as 3500 million (UN Water WWDR, 2014, p.2). In Sub-Saharan Africa, only 61% of rural population had clean water for drinking, but noteworthy, the 66% of the rural poorest 20% get their water from such unimproved sources as rivers in 2010 (see Figure 2.3, UN MDG, 2012, p.53).
Figure 2.3. Drinking Water status in Sub-Saharan Africa. In rural areas, the 66% of the poorest 20% get their water from unimproved sources like rivers, UN MDG, (2012), p.53.

Moreover, 2500 million people lack access to clean sanitation, and as a consequence, globally 2 million people die and 4000 million get sick every year due to WASH related diseases (Figure 2.4, Prüss-Üstün et al., 2008, p.11), (WASH=Water, Sanitation, Hygiene). The clean water and sanitation status in rural areas worldwide is illustrated in Appendix F. Today agriculture is using more than 70% of water withdrawals but in the least development countries (LCDs, UNCTAD, 2011) even up to 90%, access to water being a constraint to produce food for hundreds of millions of people (Appendix E). Fresh water, on the other hand, is needed for drinking and might need long distances to fetch (Appendix D). (Prüss-Üstün et al., 2008; UN MDG, 2013; UN Water portal; UN Water WWDR, 2014; WHO&Unicef, 2013).

Related to prolific agriculture, there are globally approximately 1000 million hungry people, the majority in the least developing countries (LCDs), where the population living on less than $ 1.25 a day has increased from 18% in 1990 to 36% in 2007 (Appendix C; von Grebmer et al., 2013; UNCTAD, 2011, p.v). In regards to this issue, 50% of world's hungry people are smallholder farmers, 76% of the world's extreme poor people are rural, and over 60% of Africans depend directly on agriculture for their livelihoods. Moreover, the international prices of food are volatile, and high prices cause undernourishment and food crises, especially to those who spend 70-80% of their daily income on food and are food net importers. The MDGs (Millennium development goals) are described in references (UN MDG 2005, 2012, 2013). (Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6; Clements, 2009; Deininger et. al., 2009; FAO et al., 2014; FAO, 2011; IAASTD, 2009; UN ESA, 2013; WFP, 2015; World Bank, 2013 GMR; World Bank, 2012)
Figure 2.4. WASH (Water, Sanitation, Hygiene) related to deceases, Prüss-Üstün et al., (2008), p.11

Figure 2.5. Comparative trends of crop commodity and oil price indices from 1990 to 2009 (with 2004 as baseline), FAO, (2011), p.iv
2.1.4 Health, lighting, and cooking

Even today, approximately 3000 million people cook and heat their homes using open fires and stoves and approximately 1300 million people lack electricity traditional kerosene lamps being most common (IEA Energy, 2014; UNDP 2013, p.11). In the most Sub-Saharan countries, the use of solid fuels is widespread (see Appendix G). Indoor smoke from biofuels, charcoal and such traditional fuel-based lighting as kerosene lamps consists of high levels of harmful combustion products, of which the small particle matters (PM) and direct black carbon (Appendix H) cause such diseases as lung cancer, pneumonia and other acute infections, indoor air pollution resulting in 3.5 million deaths every year (WHO, 2012). (WHO, 2011). The comparisons of particle matters for kerosene lamps and traditional cook stoves are shown in Figure 2.7 (Poppendieck et al., 2010). (Apple et al., 2010; Bhusal, 2009; IEA, 2013; Jacobson et al., 2013; Ludwig et al., 2002; Poppendieck et al., 2010; Smith, 2006; Smith, 2000; Torres-Duque et al., 2008; WHO Indoor, 2010; WHO PM, 2011).
Undernourishment, indoor air pollution, unsafe contaminated water, these are all related, malnutrition being the top health risk both worldwide and in low income countries measured as DALYs (Appendix I). In low-income countries unsafe water, sanitation and hygiene are the second biggest risks, unsafe sex the third biggest risk and indoor smoke from solid fuels is the fifth biggest risk. The fourth largest risk is related to breast-feeding, and this problem area needs information and education, where the role of educated mother for healthy children is crucial (Appendix B).

Noteworthy, approximately 1700 million people lack access to essential medicines and basic health services: 3300 million are at risk of malaria and approximately 1200 million are affected by neglected tropical diseases. (AGI BOP, 2012; Haupt & Krämer, 2012; WHO Malaria, 2013).

2.1.5 Income

Figure 2.8 (World Bank, 2013 GMR, p.60) shows global income as Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita in USD indicating low income in Sub-Saharan Africa expect for South Africa, Botswana and Gabon (World Bank, 2013 GMR). Still, 1200 million people live in extreme poverty (less than $1.25 a day), of whom 76% living in rural areas (UN MDG, 2013). In 2010, 48.5% of Sub-Saharan Africa's population lived on less than $1.25 a day meaning 413.8 million people, and this number has increased. (IEA, 2014; World Bank, 2013 GMR; 2014). Moreover, approximately 3000 million people worldwide live on less than $2.5 per day (Chen et al., 2008, p.41; UN Water WWDR, 2014, p.2).

Figure 2.8. Global income as Gross Domestic Products (GDP) per capita in USD, World Bank, (2013 GMR) p.60

Figure 2.9 (AGI BOP, 2012), on the other hand, illustrates global income as a pyramid, where the earnings more than $20 000 per year form the upper income group comprising 1% of all people in the world, the middle income group earns $3 000 - 20 000 per year (33% of the world's population), and the bottom of the pyramid (BOP) earns less than €5 per day meaning 4000 million people in the world (AGI BOP, 2012).
Even more concrete picture 2.10 (IEA, 2014) points out how the whole Sub-Saharan Africa fits in German economy ($3.2 trillion).

![Figure 2.9. Our world as incomes groups, Source: AGI BOP, (2012)](image)

**GDP of sub-Saharan Africa and Germany (PPP terms), 2013**

![Graph showing GDP comparison between sub-Saharan Africa and Germany](image)

Sources: IMF; IEA analysis.

**Figure 2.10. Sub-Saharan economy versus German economy, IEA, (2014), p.22**

### 2.1.6 Safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment

Safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment is suggested to among Human Rights (UN Human Rights, 2014; UN HR Env., 2015) in a similar way than rights to clean water, nutritious food, health and other basic needs reviewed in this Chapter 2. Figure 2, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (in Executive summary), illustrates how sustainability surrounds all needs. Furthermore, for agricultural productivity healthy and sustainable environment is a vital condition. Deforestation, draughts and erosion are results in the combustion of solid fuels and climate change even exacerbates situation. As a result, serious troubles and threats arise in food security, access to clean drinking water and health of rural people. Furthermore, one third of
Africans now live in drought-prone areas, mainly in the Sahel, around the Horn of Africa and in southern Africa. It is time consuming to gather wood and straw and due to deforestation women and children have to go even further to get their fuel. Forests and woodlands occupy approximately 650 million ha or 21.8 % of the land area in Africa (UNEP, 2006; Appendix K). (Bizzarri, 2009; Clements, 2009; Corvalán et al., 2005; McCoy & Watts, 2014; Nellemann et al., 2009; Perlis, 2006; Srilata, 2011; UN Water WWDR3, 2009; UNCCD; World Bank Water, 2010).

Climate change is highly related to the agro-forest development and carbon sinks. A carbon sink is a natural or manmade reservoir that accumulates and stores (some chemical compounds containing carbon) for an indefinite period. Natural sinks are oceans and photosynthesis by plants and algae. Anthropogenic increases in the well-mixed greenhouse gases (WMGHGs) have substantially enhanced the greenhouse effect. The major components of these WMGHGs produce 80 % of this radiative forcing (RF): carbon dioxide CO$_2$ (1.82; 1.63 to 2.01 W/m$^2$), methane CH$_4$ (0.48 ± 0.05 W/m$^2$), nitrous oxide N$_2$O (0.17 ± 0.03 W/m$^2$), and halocarbons (total RF 0.360 W/m$^2$). (Appendix L). Moreover, black carbon is a strong climate warmer (Appendix H). Greenhouse gases and their reduction with new renewable energy services account to the sustainability of new energy services. (CCIAM, 2012; FAO, 2006; Funder et al., 2009; IPCC, 2013; Jacobson et al., 2013; Kellomäki et al., 2013; Trenberth, 2009; UNDP, 2011; UNEP 2006: Varis O., 2006).

Climate change contributes to the extreme appearances of heavy rains and droughts in Africa and erosion has caused substantially smaller crop yields resulting in serious hunger and malnutrition of people as have occurred in the fourth consecutive years in Uganda (Bizzari, 2009), and approximately 1000 million people are worldwide affected by land degradation. Drip irrigation in arid and semi-arid regions (see Appendix M) reduces water use, because this practice delivers water and fertilizers directly to the roots of plants, thereby improving soil moisture conditions. Furthermore, irrigation leads to local cooling effect. Thus, solar-powered irrigation decreases CO$_2$ emissions, cools locally, increases plant covers and the impacts of photosynthesis and mitigates desertification. Mitigating deforestation and sustainable forest management improve soil conditions, decrease erosion and alleviate climate change. (Burney et al., 2009; Corvalán et al., 2005; FAO, 1987; IPCC, 2013; Kimaro et al., 2007).

As identified above (Chapter 2.1.4) approximately 3000 million people cook and heat their homes using traditional fuel wood and other solid fuels (Appendix G), and in Sub-Saharan Africa approximately 730 million people rely on solid biomass for cooking (IEA 2014, p.34). As a result, in developing countries, about 730 million tons of biomass are burned each year, amounting to more than 1000 million tons of carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) emitted into the atmosphere (World Bank Cook, 2011, p.ix). Worldwide, due to deforestation, the net change in forest area was estimated for -5.2 million hectares per year in the period 2000–2010. This means forest losses with an area about the size of Costa Rica. (FAO Forest, 2011). Over half of this deforestation occurred in Sub-Saharan Africa: net changes in Southern Africa -1056 000 ha, West Africa -875 000 ha, East Africa -783 000 ha, and Central Africa -660 000 ha, amounting to 3.374 million ha in Sub-Saharan Africa (in 2010).
Sustainability of burning biomass is also much related to carbon sinks. Africa contributed 21% of the global total of carbon stock in forest biomass, of which Central Africa owns the largest amount (Figure 2.11, Forest 2011, p.5) (FAO Forest, 2011). These forest losses no doubt have disturbed carbon sequestration in forest ecosystems and opportunities for climate change mitigation (Kellomäki et al., 2013).

![Figure 2.11. Carbon stock in forest biomass in Africa, 1990–2010 (Gt), Forest (2011), p.5](image)

2.1.7 Electricity

Approximately 1300 million people worldwide lack access to electricity, and regarding Sub-Saharan Africa only 290 million out of 915 million people have access to electricity (IEA, 2014). Rural electrification rates have remained particularly low in Sub-Saharan Africa at less than 10% over the past 30 years, while these rates reached 50% percent for developing countries as a whole (Bernard, 2010), access to electricity in Sub-Saharan Africa in 2012 shown in Appendix N, the total number of people without access rising due to population growths. More than 75 per cent of the population living in the East- and Central Africa lacks access to electricity, such countries as South-Sudan, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya, Uganda, Central Africa, and Congo. Moreover, in Sub-Saharan Africa nearly 80% of those lacking access to electricity live in rural areas (IEA, 2014). Even less than 10% of Sub-Saharan rural households has access to electricity (World Bank AFREA, 2012). However, people in developing countries spend about EUR 28 000 million annually for poor quality energy supply, which causes high levels of such pollution as greenhouse gases and black carbon (EU se4all; Chapters 2.1.4, 2.1.6, Appendices G, H, L). In most countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, small diesel generators are presumably the default option for off-grid electrification resulting in an average carbon dioxide emission baseline 1.7 tCO2/MWh (UNDP Sub-Saharan, 2013). Lack of electricity hinders villagers run their micro-small businesses and will prevent investors from bridging the financing gap of infrastructure (african monitor, 2012). Figure 2.12 (IEA Energy, 2014, p.543) shows how solar PV (Photovoltaic) with diesel generators has been estimated to provide both for mini-grid and off-grid power generation solutions in rural areas in Sub-Saharan in 2040 (IEA Energy, 2014).
Equal accesses to sustainable energy services as Human Rights (UNEP, 2009) contribute to human wellbeing (Oxfam, 2014). In fact, there has been some progress, as exemplar Kenyan rural electrification program started in 2003 and by June 2011 10% of public facilities were electrified (World Bank AFREA, 2012; Ayieko, 2011). In Tanzania, access to electricity increased from around 13% in 2008 to 24% in 2012 due to a reduction in connection fees (IEA, 2014). In Mozambique, approximately 40% of the population has access to electricity, either through the grid or mini/off-grid systems, from solar PV systems in rural areas (AllAfrica, 2014). However, abundant solar resources in Sub-Saharan Africa (Appendix O) are the largest and most untapped of the renewables in the world, the installed capacity around 280 MW in 2013 (IEA, 2014). The technical hydropower potential in Africa, the second largest of the renewables, is estimated for 283 GW (Figure 2.13, IEA, 2014, p.57), and is able to generate close to 1 200 TWh per year: 8% of the global technical potential (IEA, 2014).
2.1.8 Life-cycle assessment and sustainability

As discussed previously, health and environment are strongly related to almost every sector of our society, and thus a more holistic perspective on health is needed to address the sustainability of economics, ecology, culture, and politics angles. (Corvalán et al., 1999; Corvalán et al., 2005; Oxfam, 2014; UNEP, 2009). Belz and Peattie introduce the concept of sustainability marketing, which seeks to take account of both social and environmental issues. Hence, their definition is the starting point for discussing the question of sustainability and sustainable development: ‘Sustainability marketing is marketing that endures forever, in that it delivers solutions to our needs that are: ecologically oriented, viable, ethical, and relationship-based’ (Belz & Peattie, 2009, p.18). In the first place, the sustainable development was defined by Brundtland ‘development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (UN WCED, 1987, the article 49).

Life-cycle assessment (LCA) provides another view to sustainability. The definition of this LCA is, ‘a concept and methodology to evaluate the environmental effects of a product or activity holistically, by analyzing the whole life cycle of a particular product, process, or activity’ (Johnson, U 2003). On the other hand, the concept, "cradle-to-grave", begins with ‘the gathering of raw materials from the earth to create the product and ends at the point when all materials are returned to the earth’ (EPA, 2001). (ISO 14040, 2006; ISO 14040, 2006). Sustainability assessment of a product (goods and services, Crawford, 1994 p.23; ISO 14040, 2006) contains three pillars: environmental, economic and social sustainability and the system boundaries of these three pillars should preferably be consistent. The system is described with a process diagram, which shows the unit processes and their inter-relationships, when assessing the environmental aspects and potential impacts throughout a product's life cycle (e.g., cradle-to-grave) from raw material acquisition through production, use, recycle, and disposal. (ISO 14040, 2006; ISO 14044, 2006; Klöpffer, 2008; Tähkämö, 2013).

The social aspect of sustainability was introduced in Chapter 2.1.6 by creating a relationship to Human Rights, however official social LCA is considered at its early stages (Klöpffer, 2008; Petersen N.N., 2013) despite of the valuable work of the UN in ‘The Guidelines for Social Life Cycle Assessment of Products’ (UNEP/SETAC, 2009; 2013). This TAMAA study draws attention to some key basic needs discussed above, health and income versus poverty, and brings forward one interesting study in social LCA. Bocoum, Macombe and Revéret (2015) anticipated impacts on health based on changes in income inequality in their study, which was considered a step forward towards social life cycle assessment utilizing the impact pathways method (here the Wilkinson pathway). This pathway allows the comparison of different change scenarios in the life cycle of a product or a service. Therefore, they applied the Wilkinson pathway as a comparative method for anticipating the change in the infant mortality rate caused by a change in income distribution in the population of a country. Figure 2.14 (Bocoum et al., 2015, p.407) shows the functional diagram of Wilkinson Pathway (Wilkinson et al, 2010), which brings the discussion to the methods how Bocoum, Macombe and Revéret re-examined, with the most up-to-date time series data, the
hypothesis that the increases in inequality have negative consequences to health. For estimating the impact of income on health and the relationship between income inequality and infant mortality, they used an empirical regression model based on the generalized method of moments (GMM). The sample of 46 countries covered the data from the time series 1960 to 2006 in member (29 countries) and non-member OECD countries.

Bocoum, Macombe and Revéret (2015) took advantage of the inequality indicator, the GINI Index (also named GINI coefficient, a standard economic measure of income inequality based on Lorenz curve). This indicator is found most frequently in international databases and is a measure of the degree of income concentration within a population (OECD, 2014; UNDP GINI/HDI, 2013; World Bank, GINI). Similarly, for the health indicator, they chose the infant mortality (mortality of children under 1 year old) due to the availability in international databases in most countries and due to the infant mortality included in the Millennium Development Goals (the Goal number 4). In this way, these international indicators provided the regular visibility and follow-up (UN MDG, 2013; 2012; 2010; 2005). The results of regression analysis based on the model GMM showed a relationship between a variation in income inequality and a variation in infant mortality. Thus, this relationship made it possible to anticipate the potential impacts of a change in income distribution (through the GINI coefficient) and a delayed change in infant mortality. In OECD countries, this delay, lag time, was on average 14 years, and 16 years for non-OECD member countries.

![Figure 2.14. Functional diagram of the Wilkinson pathway, Bocoum et al., (2015), p.407](image)

Having defined and confirmed the relationship between income inequality and infant mortality, these scholars demonstrated how to calculate the change in income distribution (in the GINI coefficient) resulted from a change in the life cycle of the product (expressed in variation in turnover). A case study in country C exemplified how imported wine is replaced with the wine production in country C, see the functional diagram in Figure 2.14. In country C, table wine is 1) imported entirely from abroad in the baseline situation (the upper process 1) in Figure 2.14) and 2) wine is produced
within the country after the change. The variations of infant mortality, because of this change in a life cycle, were calculated through the next steps. Bocoum, Macombe and Revéret analyzed a) the number of jobs created for the direct suppliers, b) the variation of income inequality represented by that of the GINI coefficient, and c) the link between the variation of the GINI coefficient and the variation of infant mortality within the population. The cropland was initially covered with natural grassland and sown pasture used to feed animals. Therefore, the grapevines were cultivated by intercropping with maize (Federer W.T., 1999), the area of 500 000 ha for each crop, and the quantity of produced wine replaced the same quantity that previously was imported (40 million hectoliters). The findings of this case provide valuable insights into the social LCA and the methods how it is possible to anticipate the impacts on health caused by an important change in the life cycle of a product. Because these findings help to understand potential social LCA processes, here are summarized for illustrative purposes, the steps a), b), and c), the exact case found in (Bocoum et al., 2015).

The stage a) calculated the overall production value by using the average price of a liter of table wine. The calculations utilized the input–output tables (IOT) of each country, and in this example case the data on the consumption of the food, beverage and tobacco production sector. Table 2 as a fictional IOT only highlights the economic changes occurring in the supply chain in country C (Table 2 in Bocoum et al., 2015). This example illustrated how to proceed through each phase. Following the steps described in (Bocoum et al., 2015), a demand for 200 000 additional full-time jobs in this sector was actualized, all other things being equal. The indirect (in the supply chain only) economic changes resulted in the creation of 107 853 new full-time jobs in the supply chain, so the changes in product life cycle in country C created 307 853 jobs distributed in the different activity sectors.

The stage b) utilized the calculation of the variation of the GINI coefficient, where the initial GINI coefficient (the upper process 1) in Figure 2.14) was 0.391 (see Table 3 in Bocoum et al., 2015). The detail calculations are expressed in Table 3. For calculating the final GINI (0.367), the data from columns 5 (variation in the number of wage earners) and 6 (average net monthly wage) in Table 2 were used. In this example case, the 307 853 new jobs created are filled by the same number of people who initially were unemployed. The results of the calculations lead to a significant drop in income inequality within the population, the change drop in the GINI coefficient representing a drop in income inequality of 6.1%.

Finally, the stage c) linked the variation of the GINI coefficient and the variation of infant mortality within the population. As executed above, this link was calculated by using the results of regression based on the model GMM, which showed a relationship between a variation in income inequality and a variation in infant mortality. The results indicated that in OECD countries, a 1 % variation in the GINI coefficient led to a variation of about 1 % in infant mortality at the end of 14 years, all other things being equal. For other countries, the results showed that a 1 % variation of the GINI coefficient led to a 0.5 % variation in infant mortality at the end of 16 years.
The social LCA study utilizing the Wilkinson pathway (Figure 2.14) concentrated on a social change caused by the change in the LCA, when the import of the product was substituted for the production in country C. A system perspective will prevent sub-optimizations in LCA, when we analyze the potential impacts and describe the system with a process flow diagram throughout a product's life cycle (e.g., cradle-to-grave). Within a system, the sub-processes can be investigated and find out the best potential solutions. This kind of system perspective is exemplified in the LCA of a solar cell (the licentiate thesis, Saarinen, R., 2015b) in the pure silicon production phase, which is energy intensive and has health consequences. These health impacts lead to social impacts as discussed in this Chapter 2.1 and call for applying social LCA. The LCA study of solar cells drafted first the whole product process and its sub-processes in order to learn the bottlenecks regarding energy and material consumptions, pollutions, emissions and wastes. This led to apply the potential of the most sustainable sub-processes, exemplified in the pure silicon production as analyzed in Saarinen, R. (2015b, pp.36-46). This production phase is one of the most crucial processes in the solar cell supply chain and omitting this phase will cause serious weaknesses in the sustainability of solar power.

Even though there is much research needed for establishing social LCA, the developed tool, Wilkinson Pathway, is very promising for governments and big companies in helping them assess the global impacts of their activities on the entire population of a country and make decisions (e.g., sustainable purchasing) against these assessments. These purchasing behaviors and prosocial behavior related to happiness are discussed in the licentiate thesis (Saarinen, R., 2015b).

### 2.2 Market perspective

Why Africa? Africa is Opportunity. The bottom of pyramid income (BOP) group was defined in Chapter 2.1.5. These 4 000 million people are estimated to be a potential market sector of 5000 billion USD. Analysis of the data from household surveys in 110 countries showed that even though Africa has a slightly smaller BOP market, at $429 billion, it is by far Africa's dominant consumer market, with 71% of purchasing power and 486 million people equal to 95% of the surveyed population (Hammond et al., 2007). Globally this $5 trillion consumer market falls into categories BOP500 to BOP3000, BOP500 representing individuals living on less than $500 a year and BOP3000 individuals between $2500 and $3000 as illustrated in Figure 2.15 (Hammond et al., 2007). The categories in BOP markets in Africa show a different pattern, BOP1000 being distinctly the largest market compared with other categories. Furthermore, Figure 2.16 illuminates how market opportunities in Food, Energy, Housing, Health, transportation, ICT, and Water are disruptive fields for new innovations in wellbeing and smart living environments, but where will Africa be located in this future? (Berman, 2013; Bowman, 2009; Hammond et al., 2007; World Bank, 2013).

The global food market share of approximately USD 3 000 billion represents the largest segment of 5 000 billion markets potential (Table 2.1; Figure 2.16, Hammond et al., 2007). According to future estimates in 2030 by World Bank (World Bank, 2013), Africa's total agriculture and agribusiness could create opportunities for a $1 000 billion industry sector, which is half of Africa's total economy today (Leke et al., 2014).
Regarding potential Food markets development, Africa has most of uncultivated land in the world (Figure 2.17, Deininger et al. 2011, p.xxxiv), approximately 6% of land is irrigated and in Sub-Saharan Africa 4% (You et al. 2010). (Berman, 2013; Hammond et al., 2007; Mukherji & Facon, 2009; Sasson, 2012; World Bank, 2013).

Figure 2.15. Categories in global BOP markets and in Africa, Hammond et al., (2007)

Table 2.1. Market opportunity by sectors in global BOP markets, Chevrollier, (2011), Hammond et al., (2007), Table Saarinen, R., (2015b)
According to the latest IEA scenario, 950 million Africans will gain access to electricity by 2040, but 530 million people will remain without electricity in Sub-Saharan Africa (IEA, 2014, pp.13, 79). On the other hand, electricity is considered a basic need (Chapter 2.1.7). The largest potential in BOP markets in the energy sector exists in Sub-Saharan Africa: more than 620 million people in Sub-Saharan Africa remained without access to electricity in 2012 (IEA, 2014, pp.19, 30; Figure 2.18, IEA Energy, 2014, p.57. and Figure 2.19, IEA, 2014, p.123), Appendix N illustrating access to electricity in Africa. Thus, this IEA projection ties the research questions and the opportunity: What basic customer needs of rural people in Africa can be met by
providing sustainable energy services and how villagers' wellbeing is empowered by these services?

![Population without access to electricity by sub-region in Sub-Saharan Africa in 2040, Source IEA Energy, (2014), p.57](image)

**Figure 2.18.** Population without access to electricity by sub-region in Sub-Saharan Africa in 2040, Source IEA Energy, (2014), p.57

![Primary energy demand growth by region and fuel type in the New Policies Scenario, 2012-2040, Source IEA (2014), p.123](image)

**Figure 2.19.** Primary energy demand growth by region and fuel type in the New Policies Scenario, 2012-2040, Source IEA (2014), p.123
3 Methodologies and methods

3.1 Face-to-face active interviews

3.1.1 Exploring in-depth knowledge

This TAMAA Case explored in-depth knowledge for the problem area defined in Chapters 1 and 2, and set the purpose to acquire with interviews multidisciplinary participatory co-learning knowledge of African villagers within their community and how their wellbeing can be empowered by new sustainable energy services. The key interview question was ‘what basic needs of rural people in Africa can be met by providing sustainable energy services and how?’ This question was categorized into interview questions (Maxwell, 2009, p.230), and TAMAA Case creating individual, community and social interview questions as expressed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Interview questions for the first interview round, Saarinen, R., (2015a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What basic Needs of people do you think there are, people who are living in Africa? And do you think, there are differences between rural and urban areas?</td>
<td>How do you think nutritious Food and clean Cooking could be arranged in African countries?</td>
<td>How do you think new Energy Services can provide Security for people and what these new Energy Services could be? Security meaning Health, Food, Water etc. and costs of living?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>In your opinion, what are the biggest obstacles and barriers for people for getting these basic Needs?</td>
<td>What about clean and fresh Water How do you think this is possible to arrange in Africa?</td>
<td>What about Access to these new Energy Services? How do you think this is possible to arrange? And What do you think is the biggest obstacles and barriers for getting new Energy Services?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>What about new Energy Services? How they are connected to basic Needs? What do you think are the most important new Energy Services for people living in Africa?</td>
<td>How about Education, Training and Working environments? What do think is the connection to the energy and what kind of energy?</td>
<td>How about Healthy Environment for people? What is your opinion, what kind of new Energy Services can contribute this?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>What do you think, what are obstacles and barriers for new Energy Services for people living in Africa?</td>
<td>How these new Energy Services could provide Livelihood opportunities and exporting possibilities? What kind of business models there could be?</td>
<td>What do think, what are the most important things to create and transfer new Technologies for people living in Africa? What are obstacles and barriers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>What do you think, what kind of possibilities there is for people to be a part of a community-based energy system, a larger ecosystem of energy services, for instance for villagers?</td>
<td>How these Energy Services might decrease deceases and provide healthy environment?</td>
<td>What do you think, how these new Energy Services and basic needs like Food, Water, Health, Education can be a part of people’s life? How all these Needs could be integrated and combined to new Energy Services?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The selection of the interviewees (Table 3.2) was based on their mature, deep knowledge and experience of research aspects, which were able to reveal valuable data to research. The purposive sample was combined with quantitative reference interviews; instead of face-to-face interviews, the interview questions (Table 3.1) were sent by e-mail to the interviewees and the answers were received as written versions by e-mail (Appendix IA in TAMAA Interviews). The reference interviews were conducted with Brita Jern, Irja Aro-Heinilä, and George Pindua, and the interviewer was Ritva Saarinen (CV in Appendix IC).
Furthermore, the sampling was combined with a quantitative case study 'ABC Water Project' (SLEF ABC Water, 2012, Appendix IB). The research work by Pramod Bhusal (2009, 2007) served as a reference study (named Nepal Light Case in Figure 3.2 below) for lighting services. Each person of the focus group was interviewed individually face-to-face using active thematic in-depth open-ended interviews. The face-to-face interviews were recorded leaving thus time for the interviewees just to relax and feel as comfortable as possible while telling their stories what they think and

### Table 3.2. Purposive Sample, Saarinen, R., (2015a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee position</th>
<th>Representative Organisation</th>
<th>Interviewee name</th>
<th>Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CTO, D.Sc.</td>
<td>NAPS Solar Systems Inc.</td>
<td>Mikko Juntunen</td>
<td>CERN, Nokia, medical imaging, solar systems, over 20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>Swedish Lutheran Evangelical Association in Finland</td>
<td>Solveig Nylund</td>
<td>Africa clean water projects, solar pumping, 17 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientist, D.Sc.</td>
<td>Aalto university</td>
<td>Pramod Bhusal</td>
<td>Nepal, Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines, Ethiopia, EU countries, several years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of International Co-operation, PhD</td>
<td>Finn Church Aid</td>
<td>Tomi Järvinen</td>
<td>Several years experience in development cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission coordinating secretary</td>
<td>Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland</td>
<td>Vuokko Alanne</td>
<td>Several mission and development aid coordinations for target developing countries, 28 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Economic Adviser, D.Sc., Econ., L.Sc., Social</td>
<td>Department for Development Policy Ministry of Foreign Affairs</td>
<td>Mika Vohnämäki</td>
<td>Several years for co-operation development with foreign countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior consultant</td>
<td>GAIA Group</td>
<td>Paula Tommila</td>
<td>In development co-operation in Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland, sustainability consulting, several years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Learning Space Coordinator, M.Sc.</td>
<td>Finn Church Aid</td>
<td>Pasi Aallonen</td>
<td>Constructions work, education concepts, school-concepts in developing countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission coordinating secretary</td>
<td>Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland</td>
<td>Helene Taal</td>
<td>Several mission and development aid coordinations 12 years, before as assistant in business environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.Sc., Scientist, Lecture</td>
<td>Aalto University</td>
<td>Paulo Pinho</td>
<td>Multinational experience, Lighting technology, Finnish and Portuguese nationality, born in Angola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master thesis student in Business</td>
<td>Aalto University</td>
<td>Majok Kariom</td>
<td>at School of Business, Business management, from South-Sudan, worked in Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicultural diacon</td>
<td>Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland</td>
<td>Jyrki Myllärniemi</td>
<td>Church international work practices in diacon multicultural work, young people teams, over 30 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Electrical</td>
<td>Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland</td>
<td>Seppo Vehko</td>
<td>Several years experience in Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.Sc., energy professional</td>
<td>Fortum Oyj</td>
<td>Tapio Keränen</td>
<td>30-years, several positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev, Dean reference interview</td>
<td>Evangelical Lutheran Church in Tanzania</td>
<td>Rev, Dean George Pindua</td>
<td>assistant to the Bishop of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Tanzania, Morogoro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD, theology reference interview</td>
<td>Evangelical Lutheran Church of Finland</td>
<td>Irija Aro-Heinätä</td>
<td>Experience over 20 years in East-Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission Director reference interview</td>
<td>Swedish Lutheran Evangelical Association in Finland</td>
<td>Brita Jern</td>
<td>Several years experience in Kenya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
know and what they have experienced during their working life in developing countries or in a sending organization.

The design of interviews started from the research questions, the research strategy and objectives by applying a flexible, proactive and incremental development. The focus was to explore and find out experienced real-life views and the meaning of this particular phenomenon to the participant, who was a part of social units to be studied, and who had a personal commitment on the subjects, which covered several interview segments or even all segments. The approaches to collect qualitative data through open-ended interviews can be divided into three tactics as (Patton 1990, p.280):

1. Informal conversational interview
2. General interview guide approach
3. Standardized open-ended interview

This TAMAA Case applied mainly the standardized open-ended interview, which consists of a set of questions with the intention of taking each interviewee through the same questions for minimizing variations in the questions. ‘This reduces the possibility of bias that comes from having different interviews for different people.’ (Patton, 1990). On the other hand, based on previous experiences of the researcher, the semi-structured interview was applied when well-grounded (Robson 2002). A series of interviews, where participants’ historical accounts are required in order to acquire how a particular phenomenon developed — change happened, provided a deeper understanding of the phenomena (Chapters 1 and 2). TAMAA Case explored and reviewed concepts developed in the SMILE case (Chapter 3.2) as well as brought out further issues to research in-depth. These interviews involved a greater expression of the interviewee’s self than do other types of interviews and took an account of the interviewees’ experiences, and not only their experiences but also as organizers of the meaning as they conveyed. In this way, these interviews enquired the practical knowledge and authentic insights into people’s experiences. (Gubrium & Holstein, 2002). In-depth face-to-face interviews map problems relevant to the participants and build up trust between a researcher and participants. Thus, they form a good foundation for further co-generative actions, and makes the researcher an active instrument. (Langvik, 2004).

3.1.2 Sampling method

Sampling procedures in the social and behavioral sciences can be categorized into (Teddlie & You, 2007):

1. Probability sampling
2. Purposive sampling
3. Convenience sampling
4. Mixed methods sampling

This TAMAA Case utilized purposive sampling by selecting information-rich representatives from target organizations and gradually increased the selection that would yield the most valuable information, knowledge, ideas, experience, and insights.
for the research in-depth and detail. Snowball sampling made the first contacts and the sample expanded to new contact persons until the representatives shown in Table 3.2. Purposeful sampling can be used to achieve representativeness or typicality of cases, individuals, groups, organizations, sites, or activities selected. ‘A small sample that has been systematically selected for typicality and relative homogeneity provides far more confidence that does a sample of the same size that incorporates substantial random or accident variations’ (Maxwell, 1996). TAMAA Case also exploited sequential sampling using representatives from the broad target group (category) and examined particular instances of the phenomenon in order to define and elaborate on the various manifestations of this problem area defined. ‘Purposive sampling leads to the greater depth of information from a smaller number of carefully selected cases, whereas probability sampling leads to the greater breadth of information from a larger number of units selected to be representative of the population’ (Teddlie & You, 2007). Purposive sampling has also referred to as a qualitative sampling. ‘Social experience and lived realities are multi-dimensional, and our understandings are impoverished and may be inadequate if we view these phenomena only along a single dimension’ (Mason, 2006). Yin (2009) concluded, ‘for some case studies, the construction of reality provides important insights into the case. The insights gain even further value if the interviewees are key persons in the organizations, communities, or small groups being studied, not just the average member of such groups.’ (Harden et al. 2004; Holstein & Gubrium, 1994; Kuzel, 1999; Maxwell, 1996; Maxwell, 2009; Patton, 1990; Robson, 2002; Yin, 2009).

3.2 Case study research
The research through case studies focuses on in-depth analyses of one case or multiple cases, they can apply qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods research (Chapter 3.4), and usually case studies characterize complexity and causality. The method is used to study phenomena in their real-life context. The case study aims to answer, a "how" or "why" question. The definition of case study research needs to be defined (Gerring, 2007), starting in the terms defined by Yin (2004, p.xiv), "‘case’ to be ‘the real-life set of events from which data will be driven’” and “the ‘case study’ is the substance of your inquiry”. Yin suggested making the case study significant by embedding it in larger research literature. This TAMAA Case inquired through in-depth interviews knowledge and experiences of the professionals involved in co-operation work. Thus, the case study approach specially fit this TAMAA research work. As Patton (2007) put it, when a comprehend understanding is needed in ‘some special people, a particular problem, or unique situation in great depth, and where one can identify the cases rich in information - rich in the sense that a great deal can be learned from a few exemplars of the phenomenon in question.’ Similarly, Gerring (2007) highlighted this in-depth knowledge of an individual example and the ways to acquire a better understanding of the whole by focusing on a key part. Byrne and Ragin (2009) have emphasized this instance character of the case study, a particular situation or set of circumstances. This TAMAA Case utilized the sample of the representatives of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and companies, as well as researchers at universities (Table 3.2), in order to bring the voice of the professionals worked within people in the developing countries and especially in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Case studies enable people to apply the lessons derived from one situation to other cases (Whyte 1991; Yin 2004). TAMAA Case utilized in-depth face-to-face interviews, reference interviews and cases as well as literature reviews to identify needs and concepts, which can empower villagers to build sustainable flourishing learning Village Community. TAMAA Case is depicted in Figure 3.2, which shows how the SMILE case (Figure 3.1) provided input to TAMAA face-to-face interviews for formulating some interview questions, which was reviewed and enlarged in this TAMAA Case. Then, the licentiate thesis demonstrated and created the Village Community concept in a solar-based socio-technical system. The participants provided feedback for the TAMAA case study report, (Saarinen, R., 2015a). The ABC Water project and Nepal Light case are discussed in Chapter 4.

![Case SMILE: Nutritious Food, Clean Water, Lifelong Health, Education and Agricultural Productivity](Image)

**Figure 3.1.** SMILE case: Base case Ilunda Water Project; A1 Solar-powered Drip irrigation; A2 Solar User Patterns Ghana; negative cases A3 O&M and Training PV systems Thai Border rescue camp, A4 PV-wind system Kenya; reference A5 PV-wind Pilot India. Saarinen, R., (2015b). Photos (Photo Ref.)

This TAMAA Case is a case study research and not a project work (Heikkilä, 2014; Simula, 2012), but applied participatory actions through active interviews. The licentiate thesis (Saarinen, R., 2015b) discusses this theory foundation in more details.
3.3 Assessment process and Village Community

The purpose of this TAMAA Case was to acquire shared knowledge and meaning of vehicles, which are capable of filling the gap between the status of general basic customer needs (Figures 1, 2, and 3 in Executive Summary) and the vision of sustainable flourishing Village Community. The scientific inquiries involved different kinds of evaluations in a social reality domain, the purpose to make a change in the output that meets the requirements and needs (see the example of Needs and requirements in Table 4.7). The general basic customer needs (Chapter 2.1)—Food, Water, Health, Education, Income, and Safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment, and Electricity—, the research questions (Chapter 1.2) and the interview questions (Table 3.1) drove the review and assessment processes for new services. (Grönroos, 2002; IFAD Annex D; Maxwell, 1996; Robson, 2002; UNDP, 2007; Urban & Hauser, 1993).

Multiple qualitative methods (in Chapter 3.4) uncovered the needs of customers or end-users, and the target was to investigate how well a service or product meets the needs of users (Chapters 2.1 and 4.1). Antonides (1996, p.383) defines a need as ‘An excess or deficiency in something related to survival, such as air, food or water’ and ‘the need for achievement’ as well as ‘The need to accomplish something difficult, to master, manipulate or organize physical objects, human beings or ideas’. Here he refers to Maslow's hierarchy of needs (pp. 26-32), this hierarchy applied in Figure 2 (in Executive summary), which summarized basic customer needs in TAMAA Case. Similarly, the United Nations has defined the basic needs in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UN Human Rights, 2014) and in the Millennium Development Goals (UN MDG, 2005). Furthermore, when assessing and inquiring customer needs, we
keep focus on those values which these needs provide to customers as Grönroos (2002, p.55) emphasized: ‘Customer-perceived value follows from a successful and customer-oriented management of resources relative to customer sacrifice, not from a pre-produced bundle of feature’. The assessment in TAMAA Case applied the following six-steps criteria and in doing so, this assessment followed the steps which applicable (Belz & Peattie, 2009; Bergman 2007; Cooper, 2001; Grönroos 2002; Prahalad, 2010; Bhusal et al., 2007; Zahnd's studies e.g. in Bhusal, 2009; Zahn & Jennings, 2012; Zahnd et al., 2006):

1. Needs Assessment
2. Resource Assessment
3. Technology Assessment
4. Match Resources, Needs, Services and Technologies
5. Technology Selection and Technology Transfer
6. Quality of Service to customers

This TAMAA case addressed the question, which kind of socio-technical system (Whyte, 1991), learning community and partnership model might produce the wellbeing of rural villagers. In starting to describe a learning community, this case study introduces Isaacs (1999, p.9) and his ideas: ‘... a shared inquire, a way of thinking and reflecting together. It is not something you do to another person. It is something you do with people.’ Isaacs (2002) continues that dialogue is like opening a space of learning together. Similarly, participatory action research emphasizes thinking and learning together, trying to make changes with others (Reason & Bradbury, 2008; Saarinen, R., 2015b). An organization, which can be called a learning community, has a shared vision, individual and collective learning practices, collective intelligence, a common language, and interdisciplinary teams and projects. Learning organizations encourage the growth of their people, foster democratic decision-making, enable positive deviance and create positive climate, create a new level of creativity and care among the community, where people can excel and learn. (Cameron, 2008; Gustavsen, 1992; Isaacs, 1999, 2002; Kemmis, 2008; Novick et al., 2002; Reason & Bradbury, 2008; Senge, 2006; Wenger, 2004).

When we try to change our beliefs and mental models, we are making these efforts in our social environments. Trying to change organizational behaviors (like in a community) is much more complex, because an organizational behavior is not only the sum of individual behaviors but the combination of interests between the goals of the organization, the goals of the subgroups (teams), and the personal goals of individuals. However, people can learn continually through their lifetime and learning of individuals, teams and organizations is the heart of our growth. We can increase our capacity to change, grow and thrive in an open, flexible, innovative and virtual organization, which provides visions, sources, and a fluid and even chaotic learning environment. In a sound learning environment, we can make mistakes and learn about our past mistakes. This ability to remember and to change is very important for organizational learning. We can simply think that learning is making contacts; we can be educated and educate each other.
Interactive real-life complex systems are holistic rather than reductionist, and they have such different layers (strata) as individual, group, community, institutional, or social. Real-life complex systems have feedback, it is possible in human social systems to go backwards and learn from experiences. The needs of human beings in complex systems might be obvious, but they are in many cases latent (hidden) and can be captured only in multiple methods. Furthermore, complex systems include non-linearity and chaos and you cannot solely describe them with linear-methods. (Aaltonen, 2007; Hyötyniemi, 2005; Oman, 2004; Saarinen E & Hämäläinen, 2004; Senge, 2006).

The village community system addressed ill-structured problems and multiple and conflicting criteria in the environment (Sasson, 2012; Vincze, 1992), where complex social groups participate at versatile levels to learn together what kind of sustainable new services and technologies are needed to empower rural villagers to achieve their wellbeing (Järvinen, 2007; Hammond et al., 2007; Novick et al., 2002). The co-operative development starts from the customers, the villagers within their communities, and proceeds so that both givers and receivers are in the same change process and both being beneficiaries, givers are individuals, faith-based organizations (FBOs), and social entrepreneurs (Cameron, 2008; Grönnroos, 2000; Rudd et al., 2014; thisisFinland). Those who develop new technologies and services and market them belong to this socio-technical complex system as service providers (Beltz & Peattie, 2009; Bowman et al., 2009; Hyppänen, 2013; SIDA, 2008).

Participatory action research investigates the phenomena both from the theoretical and practical view in order to make the strength of collaboration of villagers, researchers, NGOs, universities, and companies. It is scientific and practical research for gathering information, exploring and experimenting complex socio-technical systems and communities. The aim is to make change to happen and take actions to meet the needs and requirements of customers (villagers) and communities in the context, which provides the ideal conditions for the desired output by involving participants to work together. Furthermore, it advantages from learning organization and socio-technical system thinking, ‘Systems Intelligence: Connecting Engineering Thinking with Human Sensitivity, ... on interactive participation in systems with feedback and subtle interrelations’ (Saarinen E. et al., 2004). (Reason et al., 2008; Whyte, 1991). The licentiate thesis analyzes and investigates participatory action research and learning organization theory in more details (Saarinen, R., 2015b).

3.4 Mixed methods research

Applying quantitative, qualitative methods and mixed methods, improves and complements the research with the most appropriate approaches to data gathering, analysis, interpretation, and presentation. This kind of research tries to answer one or more questions from different perspectives in order to seek new insights into existing knowledge or phenomena, for the purposes of breadth and depth of understanding and corroboration, data collection, analysis, and inference techniques. (Creswell & Plano, 2011; Creswell, 2010; Fakis et al. 2014; Johnson et al. 2007; Teddlie & Yu, 2007).
Qualitative research has a long tradition in business fields, where acquiring the needs of potential and current customers of products and services are crucial for business: a service or product should match customer needs. Designing and marketing new products and services has applied such methods as, field test, field work, focus group discussions, in-depth interviews, lead user analysis, observing people, analytic dialogue, analyses of ‘documentary’ societies and cultures, technology analyses, creative group methods, brainstorming, matched groups, narratives, discourse analyses, use-case stories, visual data, requirement management, conceptualization, and case studies, among others. The heart of all these methods is to capture early opinions and corrective actions for developing and creating services and products for users. (Belz & Peattie, 2009; Cooper, 2001; Easterbrook, 2007; Grönroos 2000; Hyppänen, 2013; Larman, 2002; Maxwell, 2009; Robson, 2002; Silverman, 2006, 2005; Urban & Hauser, 1993; Yin, 2009).

The social studies in the context of real-life complex systems have applied much the same methods as named above, the methods, which could provide qualitative data to understand social processes. A good design of qualitative research is addressed so that it would be effective in describing processes, understanding real-life phenomena, and the critical role of context where the phenomena existed. Maxwell has provided the research design model, which includes phases: goals, conceptual framework, research questions, methods, and validity (Maxwell, 2009, 1996). Robson has named the importance of a good design as flexible design (Robson, 2002). Yin has illustrated how to make successful case studies (Yin, 2009).

### 3.5 Quality of Service

The quality of service is most of all measured by the statement: ‘does this service meet the needs and requirements of the customer?’, the customer being the heart of service creations (Beltz, 2009; Bergman, 2007; Grönroos, 2000). This TAMAA Case identified the needs by interviews (Chapters 3.1 and 4.1) and the general basic customer needs by literature reviews (Chapter 2), and furthermore applied case studies (Chapter 3.2) and mixed methods research (Chapter 3.4). The assessment method (Chapter 3.3) took advantages of the six-steps criteria, when evaluating the problem area and creating services to meet these needs; the service creation process and technology adaptation defined and created in the licentiate thesis (Saarinen, R., 2015b). The continuing improvements of quality of services are needed, and the service development (Figure 4.1) is an iterative and incremental process to fulfill the needs of customers.
4 Services in the TAMAA concept

4.1 Weighted Identified Needs

The research question was categorized into individual, community, and social interview questions (Table 3.1). Similarly, the written stories (Appendix IE) were categorized according to individual, community, and social perspectives. The notes of the recorded interviews were placed in Table 4.1 as raw data for analysis. In the first phase, data were grouped into the Need and Energy Service sub-tables, both groups including several items as the summary of the interviews, when every interviewee told freely and openly his or her experiences and insights into interview questions. During the interviews, each interviewee discussed the aspects in Need and Energy Service groups differently according to her or his experiences, thus first analysis started by counting how many times each interviewee weighted each aspects as for instance Food, Water, and Education in the Need group.

Table 4.1. Categorized preferences as raw data, Saarinen, R., (2015b). The dark grey color indicates either use of fossil fuels or environmental or health hazards, or a serious threat to social norms like corruption.
The preferences of interviewees were placed in Table 4.1 according to the frequency the interviewee emphasized the aspect, and these preferences of each interviewee were separated by a semicolon. Table 4.1 shows two sets of actions, A) Need and B) Energy Service, and the sets A and B are asymmetric, in some items they are related to each other, whereas some items have no relationship (Vincke 1992, pp.5-7). For example, “Food” in the A) Need Set in Table 4.1, the left sub-table: 13 interviewees of total 14 interviewees referenced Food as a basic need and the third interviewee 5 times as is shown in the column Preferences, the eighth interviewee preferred Food 6 times, and the 13th interviewee preferred Food 11 times etcetera, total Preferences for Food amounted to 55. Taking an example of the right sub-table, “Solar” in the B) Energy Service Set: all the 14 interviewees preferred Solar, the third and fourth ones 4 times, and the 12th one 18 times, altogether 56 times.

Next, these analysis grouped needs to the five main broader need groups: a) Safe and Healthy Lighting, b) Clean Water, c) Education, d) Nutritious Food, and e) clean safe cooking. For the creation of services, each service was mapped with relevant items from A) Need set and B) Energy Service set in order to get an integrated service, which comprised all influential aspects. To start with, the preferences were placed in Table 4.2 to summarize how a) Need Safe and Healthy Lighting was comprised of direct and indirect needs. For the definition of Class, see Appendix 2 in the licentiate thesis (Saarinen R., 2015b) and Chapter 4.3.

Table 4.2. Need Class: Safe and Healthy Lighting, Saarinen, R. (2015a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need Class</th>
<th>Direct Need</th>
<th>Indirect Need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>Light(ing)</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Better Light</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modern Lamps</td>
<td>Indoor Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferences</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taking account Better Light with 28 preferences and Modern Lamps with 19 preferences from Energy Service set B, Lighting was preferred 83 times. All in all, Lighting was considered an important basic need, and in the interviews, it was preferred as a modern electricity light and especially solar-powered illumination in rural areas. Furthering, Safe and Healthy Lighting affects on Education, Health, Indoor Air, Security, Jobs, and Micro to medium-sized businesses, and this way Lighting amounted to the frequency of 357, service Lighting encompassing villagers' whole wellbeing. Chapter 4.3 analyzes Safe and Healthy Lighting as a new service.

Similarly, during the interviews b) Clean Water was preferred a crucial, basic need, which directly influences on such other basics needs as Food, Health, Sanitation & Hygiene, Pumping, wells and dams, Irrigation, and Hydropower, thus Clean Water had the frequency of 251 preferences (Table 4.3). Furthermore, Clean Water involves in Education, Cooking, Security, Jobs, Agricultural Productivity, and Micro to medium-sized businesses, altogether Clean Water amounted to
533 preferences. In conclusion, Clean Water was considered a cornerstone for all developments of rural areas in developing countries and this service is analyzed in Chapter 4.4.

**Table 4.3. Need Class: Clean Water, Saarinen, R. (2015a)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct Need</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Sanitation &amp; Hygiene</th>
<th>Pumping, wells, dams</th>
<th>Irrigation</th>
<th>Hydro</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preferences</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indirect Need</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Jobs</th>
<th>Agricultural Productivity</th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preferences</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Clean Water and Safe and Healthy Lighting, **c) Nutritious Food** was acknowledged a vital basic need, which directly touches Water, Health, Cooking, Agricultural productivity, Livestock, and Stoves and amounted to 309 preferences (Table 4.4). Considering those indirect correlations with Education, Security, Jobs, Irrigation, Pumping, Compost, and Micro to medium-sized businesses, Nutritious Food summed up to 544 preferences. Chapter 4.5 discusses Agricultural Productivity, which significantly contributes to Nutritious Food.

**Table 4.4. Need Class: Nutritious Food, Saarinen, R. (2015a)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct Need</th>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>Agricultural Productivity</th>
<th>Livestock</th>
<th>Stoves</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preferences</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indirect Need</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Jobs</th>
<th>Irrigation</th>
<th>Pumping, wells</th>
<th>Compost</th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preferences</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turning now to the self-esteem need, **d) Education**, which can leverage people to self-actualization level (Figure 2, Maslow’s hierarchy of needs). This need was highly preferred and amounted to 80 preferences. Considering the integrated value of Education with the help of Figure 4.2, the system concept map shows the direct connections to Food, Water, Health, Light, Agricultural Productivity, Jobs, and Micro to medium-sized businesses, the whole frequency of preferences resulting in amount of 415 (Table 4.5). Indirectly Education correlates with Modern Lamps, Better Lighting, and Electricity/Energy amounting to 100 preferences, altogether 515 preferences. Chapter 5.1 analyses Education and school food, which is related to **c) Nutritious Food**. Finally, interviewees preferred 76 times to cooking, improved stoves and cookers, but when the whole phenomena was accounted as Water, Food, Health, Indoor Air, Agricultural Productivity, Forest & deforestation, the frequency of preferences amounted to 331, which figure indicates how large individual, community
and social problem area e) clean safe cooking is as was suggested in Chapter 2.1. Chapter 5.1 analyses clean safe cooking.

Table 4.5. Need Class: Education, Saarinen, R. (2015a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need: Education 515 Preferences</th>
<th>Direct Need</th>
<th>Indirect Need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Modern Lamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Better Lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Electricity/Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Productivity</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>415</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By listening again the recorded interviews, I categorized data into Needs and every Need into individual, community, social, and obstacles groups (shown in Table 4.6). Needs are now placed in the needs-of-pyramid hierarchy (see Figures 2, 2.9, and 2.15). Food and Water at the bottom and banking and Micro to medium-sized businesses at the top. Noteworthy, the interviews revealed a real-life set of businesses and Job opportunities as well as mutual partnership models.

Table 4.6. Individual, Community, Social, and Obstacle Need groups, Saarinen, R. (2015a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need</th>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Obstacle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Banking</td>
<td>Bank account, ID, credits, assets</td>
<td>Banks</td>
<td>Banking system, IDs, ownerships</td>
<td>Poverty, social structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro to medium-sized businesses</td>
<td>Improved stoves production, hand-made products, Making Cheese</td>
<td>under street light micro business, charging kiosk, selling ice, Improved stove production, hand-made products, making cheese, selling school-garden’s vegetables</td>
<td>Women Bank, start-up funding</td>
<td>Poverty, Lack of education, Subsidized fuel, old traditions, ownership model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual partnership</td>
<td>equality, humble mind, local service charges, not free of charge, local knowledge</td>
<td>Infra</td>
<td>No ownership of systems, goods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td>Getting work Village Gardens, improved practices, irrigation, selling surplus to markets</td>
<td>local work for migrant workers</td>
<td>lack of education, unemployment, marginalization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Improved practices, education Improved practices, irrigation, education, school-garden</td>
<td>Improved practices, education, land reform</td>
<td>Poverty, Lack of education, investments, financing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>Light, cooling, equipment Solar, hydro Village Electrification</td>
<td>National Electricity grid and utility</td>
<td>Poverty, lack of investments, financing, policies at state level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>Solar Light Solar Light, street lights</td>
<td>Indoor Air program</td>
<td>Poverty, costs, Subsidized diesel, Funding, Financing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equality</td>
<td>Inviolable worth of each human: Gender, race, disabled</td>
<td>Inviable worth of each human: Gender, race, disabled</td>
<td>Inviable worth of each human: Gender, race, disabled</td>
<td>No awareness of Human Rights, no education, prejudices, harmful old traditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Children Solar Light Solar Light School Food</td>
<td>Enrolment, school food, removal school fees</td>
<td>Poverty, illnesses, costs, old traditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Indoor Air, Solar Light Indoor Air, Solar Light Solar cooling</td>
<td>Indoor Air program</td>
<td>Poverty, costs, lack of education, old traditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Solar-based Pumping</td>
<td>Solar-system, 5-10 people in group, access to water near to you</td>
<td>Access to Clean Water, clean water programs</td>
<td>Poverty, lack of education, old traditions, Subsidized diesel, Gas turbine Funding, Financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>Improved stove Solar cooker</td>
<td>Improved stove</td>
<td>Improved stove programs</td>
<td>Poverty, lack of education, old traditions, Financing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Assessment

The identified Customer Needs (Table 4.7)—Food, Water, Health, Education, Lighting, Jobs, and Agricultural Productivity—are the input to the service creation process (Figure 4.1) created in the licentiate thesis (Saarinen, R., 2015b). This TAMAA report describes how Needs, Requirements, and Services are mapped to each other, Table 4.7 helping to codify Needs, Requirements, and Services. The requirements to services are applied from the needs (this is named the requirement management phase in Figure 4.1), and some requirements are the same for several needs, such as the requirement “2H Decrease in Malnutrition in Health Need”, which is the requirement to Food Need and Health Need, 2H means the second requirement in Health Need. The service categories include those requirements, which Service can meet, exemplified by Service Clean Water, which includes requirements “1W Clean Water for Drinking”, “1F Clean Water for Food”, “3W Clean Water for Agriculture”, and “3E Clean School Water”. Similarly, Service Nutritious Food has the requirement “1F Clean Water for Food”, and “3W Clean Water for Agriculture”.

Table 4.7. Need, Requirement, and Service categories, Saarinen, R., (2015b)
The assessment process in TAMAA Case (Chapter 3.3.) matched Needs (as Food, Water, Health, Education, Lighting, Agricultural Productivity, Jobs, and Micro to medium-sized businesses), with Resources (Solar, ground Water) and with Technologies (as PV Panels, submersible multi-voltage pumps, LED-lamps) to Energy Services (as Solar-powered Drip Irrigation, Solar-powered Pumping, and Solar-powered Illumination). Matching means that with these Resources, Technologies and Energy Services, it is possible to meet the Needs. The concept map of the socio-technical system (Kane & Trochim, 2007, 2009; Whyte 1991) is illustrated in Figure 4.2, which is built of:

- Solar-powered Drip Irrigation includes Solar-powered Pumping for Clean Water
- Solar-powered Pumping includes submersible pumps and PV panels
- PV panels use Solar Resources
- Submersible pumps use Ground Water Resources
- Need Agricultural Productivity includes Need Education and Energy Service: Solar-powered Drip Irrigation
- Need Education includes Needs: Water, Food, Health, and Lighting
- Need Health includes Needs: Water, Food, and Lighting
- Need Food includes Agricultural Productivity and Clean Water
- Need Water includes Energy Service: Clean Water with Solar-powered Pumping
• Need Lighting includes Energy Service: Lighting with Solar-powered Illumination and LED-lamps
• Need Jobs includes Needs: Education, Health, and Lighting
• Need Micro to medium-sized businesses includes Needs: Agricultural Productivity, Education, Jobs, and Lighting


4.3 Safe and Healthy Lighting Service

Seppo Vehko, one interviewee told: ‘Energy services decrease deceases, Lighting is needed for children to do their homework, enough electricity lighting, better health and healthy eyes’ (the story 11 in Appendix IE in TAMAA Interviews). The other one, George Pindua put it: ‘If you want to have a very good performance, students need an extra time to review what they have studied at school, and it is possible to improve the performance of the students with Lighting’ (Appendix IA in TAMAA Interviews). Solar-based Lighting is tightly integrated into Health, reducing the serious indoor air problems due to the use of traditional kerosene lamps, which are common in rural areas. Lighting makes Education, Jobs, and Micro to medium-sized businesses possible in the evening. The new Need Class of Lighting, which comprises the Needs — Lighting, Health, Security, Education, Jobs, and Micro to medium-sized
businesses — was described and this Lighting meets the related requirements as expressed in Table 4.8 (driven from Tables 4.2 and 4.7 and Figure 4.2). The definition of Class is ‘a group of people, animals, or other things that can be considered or studies together because they are similar in some way’ (Longman 1995; Appendix 2 in the licentiate thesis, Saarinen, R., 2015b).

Table 4.8. Need Class of Lighting, Saarinen, R., (2015a), Photos (Photo Ref.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comprised Needs</th>
<th>with Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>Safe and Healthy Lighting Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1L Safe and Healthy Lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>2L Healthy Indoor Air, same as 3H, 3J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>3L Provides Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td>4L Enables Learning and Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro to medium-sized businesses</td>
<td>5L Healthy Pupils, same as 1E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6L Healthy Teachers, same as 4E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7L Enables Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8L Healthy Workers, same as 4J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9L Enables Micro to medium-sized businesses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Service creation process starts with the phase “Identify Needs”. Thus, this TAMAA Case reviewed General Basic Customer Needs (Chapter 2.1) and placed the results in Maslow's hierarchy of needs (Figure 2 in Executive Summary). For acquiring deeper understanding of needs, TAMAA Case conducted the in-depth interview study to inquire the needs of African villagers and their communities (Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8) and created this TAMAA report. The interview answers pointed out the importance of Lighting as a basic need “Light to People”; furthermore Bhusal (2009) has researched solar-powered LED lighting in rural Nepalese villages and Tähkämö (2013) life cycle assessment of light sources. Bhusal reported (Figure 3.2, Nepal Light Case): 'The primary function of any home lighting system is to provide a safe visual environment for movement around the space, to make it possible to perform visual tasks, and to provide a comfortable and pleasant visual environment. On the other hand, the lighting system has to be cost-effective, efficient, non-polluting, and easy to clean and maintain'. As Seppo Vehko crystallized: ‘Materials are needed in education, obligatory school-dress is an obstacle to a poor as well as school-fees, and
in urban area also school-trip might be long, doing homework difficult in very grounded homes and bad lighting, electricity light is needed’ (the story 11). These TAMAA Case results can be modified to local needs as George Pindua replied in his feedback to the TAMAA Case report (Appendices IA and IF in TAMAA Interviews) (see Technology adaptation and learning new practices in Chapter 5.4).

The next phase, in the service creation process, was to analyze resources, and there are abundant solar resources in Africa (Appendix O in TAMAA Appendices), but the assessment of local conditions will confirm the status of the village or city. As Majok Kariom stated about Lighting: ‘Today, in my country children sit under a tree, you put them in cold and in hot, they are in some places totally in the dark, but if you give them a place to sit and you manage to offer this energy, we have already invested in the next generation. If you provide this energy system, this will improve 100% the quality of education, and you see them manage to increase their knowledge and capacity, so our future is really in hands of education.’ (the story 12 in Appendix IE).

The next phase, technology assessment and planning technology transfer (Chapters 3.3, 5.4, and Figure 4.1), follows in the assessment process, the interviewees emphasizing such issues as a) the applied technology should match with the local practical needs, b) education, training, public education and guidance, and knowledge transfer at all levels, c) applying best practices, visiting the places where successfully implemented, learning by doing, and villagers should be involved, d) the system integration and gradual development, with statements like “integrated into together”, “all should go hand-in-hand”, "small-scale step-by-step", e) the maintenance and operations of the installed systems, f) batteries and other spare parts, and g) finally summarizing by Paulo Pinho, one interviewee: ‘perhaps not providing solutions but by sensitively discussing how local people can utilize new technologies, from the point of view their own culture and traditions, how co-operate, how to use these technologies, they have to find their own ways to use and deploy new technologies.’ (TAMAA Interviews, the story 10 in Appendix IE).

The technology assessment for Lighting Service was not the focus of this TAMAA Case, but the licentiate thesis (Saarinen R., 2015b) created and analyzed the layered model for the community solar-powered system. Based on the thesis, the technology itself can be considered stable, as Brita Jern told her experiences: ‘New energy services are splendid solutions for Africa, especially solar energy. Usually there is plenty of sun in the rural Africa, beside that solar energy is nowadays highly developed and the need for maintenance is almost nil. As far as I know, solar energy services are functioning for decades. At least for the basic need for water, the solar is an excellent solution.’ (Appendix IA in TAMAA Interviews). The concept of Safe and Healthy Lighting is illuminated in Figure 4.3, which shows how Lighting, Health, Security, Education, Jobs, and Micro to medium-sized businesses are related to the solar-powered system and customer needs.
Clean Water Service

Clean Water was preferred a crucial basic need influencing on other basics needs as Table 4.3 and Figure 4.2 emphasize: Food, Health, Education, Agricultural Productivity, Lighting and Jobs are all related to Water either directly or through Health. Similarly, George Pindua (Appendix IA) crystallized: ‘In villages, people use water from rivers which are not clean for human use. This may cause some diseases like diarrhea, typhoid and others associated with unclean water’ (see Chapter 2.1.3). Clean water was preferred a cornerstone for all developments of rural areas in developing countries, as Jyrki Mylläriemi, one interviewee expressed: ‘Clean Water covers security and future hope, healthcare related to clean water, and how to solve the drawbacks of the traditions in everyday practices like sanitation-needs in a river, so how to purify water and how to get clean water, how to get wells, toilets, compost-toilets, all these related to energy production, small-scale energy system’ (the story 1 in Appendix IE). Clean Water was first assessed in SMILE Case (SMILE Base Case, Water: at the end of this TAMAA Case report), and this TAMAA Case modified Water further with the experiences of the ABC Water case and NAPS Solar Systems Inc. (SLEF ABC Water, 2012; NAPS Water, 2015) and applied Clean Water Service working without wind-turbines as shown in Figure 4.4; Solar-powered submersible pumps shown in Figure 4.5.

The real-life case, ABC Water project in Abongo Dhoga Community in Kenya, serves 1000 villagers at the total cost of 27 448,05 € by pumping clean water 200
$l/min$ or $12\ m^3/hour$ at the costs of $27,45€\ per\ person$ and provides affluent amount of good quality water. The ABC Water project was initiated by SLEF (SLEF ABC Water, 2012; Appendix IB in TAMAA Interviews) and it was taken over as a development co-operation project in Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland. Lake Diocese in Evangelical Lutheran Church in Kenya was a partner church and local Atemo Bible College.

Water Pumping in TAMAA

![Flowchart for Water Pumping by solar power](Photo Ref.)

Helene Taal (the story 14) told experiences of Senegalese water wells projects: "bore wells and maintaining them, hygiene education, separating human and animal water places...unclear water for humans due to the old habits to use the same water places for humans, laundries, and animals, and animals are staying in this water place, and this causes a lot of deceases, everything begins from these foundations" (see Chapter 2.1.3). As Solveig Nylund, summarized (the Story 4 in Appendix IE):

"Clean water has enormous meaning for people in developing countries, it is the base for everything, but it takes much time to get water from long distances (see Appendix D), so you need to get a small-scale pumping system so that you have access to clean water near to you. For pumping water from groundwater wells solar-energy is absolutely great. Solar panels are relative expensive for poor people, therefore this is an obstacle to them to use sol-energy; this is valid for all energy you
need to get. For nutritious food, you need irrigation and access to a watering system, pumping water, and transfer water in some way. The latest ABC Water projects are not designed only for clean water but also for gardening. After rainfalls there exists water but afterwards come droughts, so then you need irrigation in some how, and wells are first for drinking then for irrigation, meaning that pumping should operate in a low-energy way (see Chapter 4.5) and saving water for irrigation, pumping water with solar-energy for gardening. Water near to you so that you have time for other activities and not just for survival and trying to get water and food fuel from long distances. Clean water without the need to cook it first. Clean water pumping provides small-business possibilities as well, solar-based watering, gardening, and you can sell surplus for markets, getting incomes, meaning livelihood, ideal condition for rural people. Clean water is the basic need for healthy people, sanitation, and better hygiene."

Paulo Pinho commented on water purification: ‘My research topic (Paulo Pinho, 2008) is related to use of LEDs, which may be applied in water purification systems,...a sustainable future, good water resources are needed, and they are not so equally distributed globally, in Africa water quality is an issue, how they can purify contaminated water, energy for this kind of purification is needed’ (the story 10).

Figure 4.5. Submersible pumps powered by solar panels a) allows solar energy to be stored as water in a reservoir (14) at a higher elevation, b) the simplest pump system with a storage tank at ground level, Grundfos portal, (2014).

4.5 Service, Drip Irrigation to Food Markets

To start with Pramod Bhusal: ‘...if they own land, they can cultivate their own food like vegetables whatever and go to markets. It can be pretty complicated to consider all these things as fertilizers, cows, composts, and insects’ (the story 3 Appendix IE). Jyrki Mylläniemi told the story from the Zimbabwean village (the story 1)
, where a dam and garden system provided for the whole village work and income. As a result, villagers were no more forced to go as migrant workers to capital city or other countries. They learned through this dam project to organize and manage projects, budgets, funds and how to keep meetings, as well as the meaning of networking and they started many new projects. Furthermore, they understood their rights and ownership issues. Through banking system, they placed their income on bank accounts and gave to those who had no money for their children's school.

This Zimbabwean story is related to the SMILE case (in Figure 3.1), which case demonstrated how women-groups started to cultivate their vegetables garden plots since 2007 in Benin (Case A1, Burney et al., 2009). The gardens were drip-irrigated by solar-powered submersible pumps, each system jointly used by 30-35 women in an agricultural group. As a result, food security increased significantly. During the first year farming, women kept 18% of vegetables production to their households and sold the rest to local markets (NDF, 2014). In summary, Figures 4.6 and 4.7 demonstrate the solar-powered drip irrigation for gardening.

![Drip Irrigation](image)

**Figure 4.6. Principle schema of solar-powered drip irrigation, Saarinen, R., (2015a)**

Regarding drip irrigation, Irja Aro-Heinilä, shared her experience: ‘In Tanzania soil is fertile and good for cultivation, once you will get water. I have now understood that the bore well in Kimbilio can make it possible to get FOUR yields per year. One priest, who has studied at Morogoro university administration, business, and agriculture, showed his own field. Then, there I realized what opportunities Kimbilio will now have, when there exists enough water with the bore well. When training and education are possible for gardening, marketing, and drip irrigation, you can reap a good yield several times a year’ (Appendix IA Irja, TAMAA Interviews).
The other successful case evaluated and assessed was the Ilunda Water project in Tanzania (Base case in Figure 3.1, SMILE Base Case, Water at the end of this TAMAA Case Report). In Gunga school premises, the hybrid system utilizes the drip irrigation for the school garden, and the solar-wind hybrid pumping for clean water for drinking and food preparations. The system has submersible pumps able to pump large amount of water for 24 hours per 7 days per week, the solar panels are located on the roof of the well house, and the chlorination system makes its own chlorine and injects the correct amount directly into the flow line from the pump. Similarly, Paula Tommila, one interviewee in TAMAA Case, referred to the projects where school food improved not only nutrition intake but enrollment of education as well (the story 6 Appendix IE, TAMAA Interviews). Brita Jern preferred Nutritious Food as well: “Health as a school subject would be the first thing to develop. From childhood they need to know that fruits are useful, and they need to know the importance of a balanced diet.” (Appendix IA Brita).

![Concept Solar-powered Drip Irrigation in TAMAA](Figure 4.7. Solar-powered Drip Irrigation with Water Pumping, Saarinen, R., (2015a). Photos (Photo Ref.)

Drip irrigation in arid and semi-arid regions (Appendix M) reduces water use, because it delivers water and fertilizers directly to the roots of plants, thereby improving soil moisture conditions; in some studies, this has resulted in yield gains of up to 100%, water savings of up to 40 – 80% (Burney et al., 2009; Silungwe et al., 2010). The savings, compared with traditional irrigations, have been estimated to be 30 – 70% by Narayanamooorthy (2009), or 40 – 80% by Sivanappan (1994), over 50% by Maisiri (2005), even up to 90% by Tanji (2002). Drip irrigation is also suitable for lands of all...
kinds, and improvements in yields co-operate with better utilization of fertilizers. Furthermore, irrigation leads to local cooling effect (IPCC, 2013), thus irrigation with renewables like solar decreases CO\textsubscript{2} emissions, cools locally, and increases plants (photosynthesis, land cover change, mitigates desertification) (Chapter 2.1.6; FAO, 2011; IPCC, 2013).

This Service “Drip Irrigation to Food Markets” (Figures 4.6 and 4.7) mitigates the consequences of high food prices, which cause malnutrition and food crises especially to those who are food net importers and spend 70-80% of their daily income on food. On the other hand, increased prices provide better incomes for those farmers who can sell their products to food markets (Figure 2.6). (Burney et al., 2013; Burney et al., 2009; FAO, 2011; Mukherji & Facon, 2009; Prato & Longo, 2012; SIDA, 2008; Stricklin, 2006; World Bank, 2012; 2013). Studies revealed (Chapter 2.2) that the food market (food and beverages) represents the largest BOP market potential and the largest share of household expenditures, and regarding Africa this is a vital market opportunity (the future estimates of USD 1 000 billion opportunity in 2030). As Seppo Vehko summarized: 'Agriculture is very dependent on rains, and with irrigation you balance water needs, there are irrigation projects, and water for drinking bore-well projects, soil is very fertile (in Ethiopia)' (the story 11 in Appendix IE in TAMAA Interviews).

Mika Vehnämäki put it clearly: 'Most African farmers are women, especially as small-farmers, they are quite much responsible for what is cultivated and with which kind of practices, where to get seeds, how the farm is productive, where the production goes, to family or to markets, the role of women is very important. Of course water is related to food production, and how you irrigate, how much water goes lost, irrigation systems of different kinds starting from drip irrigation, which saves water compared to open dams.' (the story 13).

4.6 **Summary of services**

This TAMAA Case evaluated how Needs, Resources, and Technologies matched with the energy services as illuminated in Figure 4 (in Executive Summary). These services are based on solar technology, thus they integrate Needs, Energy Services, and Technology to a socio-technical system with the rich ontology (Figure 4.2), which system is investigated in the licentiate thesis (Saarinen, R., 2015b). Tomi Järvinen concluded: "due to the combustion of traditional solid fuel (wood and charcoal) and its consequences (see Chapters 2.1.4, 2.1.6, and 2.1.7), a massive middle class growth in Africa will lead to energy crisis if not sustainably developed "(the story 8).
5 Sustainable Flourishing Village Community

5.1 Education, Nutritious Food and Clean Cooking

Continuing Water and Agricultural Productivity themes, Mika Vehnämäki introduced: ‘The primary target for Agriculture development and improvement is Food Security, how people can gratify their Human Rights, their rights to sufficient Food. Water, people have rights to Water, so with diverse co-operation programs we support this right to clean water. Right to access to energy will be fulfilled, energy availability to families, communities. In energy sector renewable energy sources are considered. These are very much integrated each other though Water availability or Agricultural improvements to Food security, but these are also related each other and they use energy.’ (the story 13 in Appendix IE).

Pasi Aaltonen discussed largely a school-concept, with a school garden, kitchen and food, where the parents and their children can together cultivate vegetables and other horticulture products and get livelihood possibilities by selling surplus products to local markets. Further, this concept might integrate a better stove for clean cooking in the school-kitchen (the story 9). Paulo Pinho suggested (the story 10): ‘There are greenhouses powered by solar for producing food in deserts, with artificial light we can increase nutritious of cultivated food. Can greenhouses be used in villages and with LED-lights to improve the quality of food? Produce food in a clean way locally and sell?’

By continuing the theme, nutritious school food, Paula Tommila told about the experiences in Ethiopia. She explained how nutritious school food helps learning and school attendance, because parents will send their children easier to school, if children can get food there, exemplified the UN WFP program (UN WFP portal), which provided soy-maize porridge for school children. This interviewee alluded to the notion of clean cooking: ‘As an old habit school-children collected wood fuel for cooking in week-ends and brought to their school on Mondays and fuel wood lasted until Wednesday or Thursday when cooking with traditional stoves. By providing improved stoves fuel wood lasted all school days. A simple stove system will cost not much to the school, but with this investment you can get many new children to school. Effective stoves are needed and practical knowledge and training how to use them, otherwise you just leave the stove unused. The stove must fit in the local use where you need it.’ (the story 6).

Turning now to a solar-powered cooking, Brita Jern told: ‘The best thing would be to try to teach people to use solar cookers. The system is already there, but very few are using them. I think, it might be because people are quite suspicious towards new things. Another obstacle in rural areas is that people are not used to technical issues and they do not know how to maintain things, or even the importance of maintenance. A lot of even simple devices are not in use, because they have broken down. So using a simple solar cooker is a question of change in paradigms, which is not easily done.’ (Appendix IA Brita in TAMAA Interviews). Solar-powered water heaters on the roofs are simple and useful (Seppo Vehko, the story 11), simple solar cookers are in use for cooking and water pasteurization, and various studies have been conducted with both
parabolic and box-type solar cookers (e.g. Badran et al., 2010; Folaranmi, 2010; Okafor, 2013; Sapkota et al., 2011).

Bringing up one interesting study (Suple et al., 2013), an indoor parabolic concentrating solar cooker, which you can operate from the kitchen. The solar cooking system was designed, fabricated and tested for its thermal performance and cooking abilities. The one design target was that the solar cooker is easy and comfortable to use, the other target that solar cooking is similar to conventional cooking. The tested cooker was able to cook various meals as rice (the cooking time 15 min), various types of dal’s, khichdi, tea, and coffee. The results showed that water heating and food cooking in the parabolic solar cooker are faster compared with the box type solar cooker. Similarly, in this TAMAA study, the interviewees suggested the improved stove, which should be very simple to use at home (stories 6, and 9).

However, clean cooking is still a problem (Chapter 2.1.4), new solar cookers are not yet widely used in developing countries, nor are improved stoves or biogas digesters even though massively investigated and promoted (Bajgan & Shakya, 2005; Hervie, 2008; Misana & Karlson, 2000; Saarinen R., 2010; Sliaski & Thurber, 2009; UNDP, 2013; Xiliang & Smith, 2005; Wang, 2009). As Solveig Nylund emphasized: ‘In developing countries you use fuel wood or coal/charcoal for cooking. Coal/charcoal is the worst option for cooking or heating, due to indoor air problems, so coal is the waste of energy in a way. You can utilize solar-power, but it costs to obtain/utilize solar energy and solar PV panels, the problem is how to plan the project to utilize this solar-energy. People nowadays use those traditional ways, such as fuel food and coal, and these cause environmental effects like deforestation and they need an afforestation plan. If you want to improve people’s health, you need a better solution so that people are not forced to sit in that smoke’ (the story 4).

As discussed in Chapter 2.1.6, deforestation is a serious and increasing problem in Sub-Saharan Africa, and Pasi Aaltonen put it clearly: ‘In Kongo deforestation is a fact, due to use of fuel wood in inefficient traditional stoves. Because there is not enough money for individuals to buy even enough food and other basic things, poor people are not interested in environmental issues and effectiveness (quality) of stoves. These stoves should be clearly cheaper in use than coal/charcoal stoves and easily available to acquire and for a mother to take in use, and even better if you can see that your neighbor is using a new stove and it is working. Africans are, at least in construction work, very conservative and do not begin to try new things, and improving practices is not common even though the old ones are not working properly. The change should be small and there should be significant benefits compared with old stoves. Even tough you have modern lights you still cook using traditional stoves’ (the story 9).

Equal access to sustainable energy services is a human right (Chapters 2.1.6 and 2.1.7), and regarding clean cooking the empowerment of women is crucial (Carr & Hartl, 2010; Clough, 2012; Sheikh, 2014; World Bank Cook, 2011). Women are the users of new cooking devices and they with their children suffer from the health consequences of the indoor smoke (Chapter 2.1.4) as well as bear the burden
spending even hours per day to fetch fuel wood. Summarized with the words of Jyrki Myllärniemi: “In India, one women in rural area told her story, she felt like being a prisoner at home, and she was only able to see her husband and children, her husband controlling her life. The energy project, where women constructed improved stoves, provided this woman a better life. In this energy project women were able to interact with each other and build up operative groups. With these improved stoves, which they by themselves designed and produced, they solved the practical problem and saved a lot of time due to more effective stoves. This stove project met women's human rights and basic rights for education, right to be treated in a human way, starting from practical things (the story 1)’.

5.2 Village Community

The face-to-face interviews revealed the most weighted needs of villagers, which were Clean Water, Nutritious Food, Lifelong Health, Education at all levels, Safe and Healthy Lighting and opportunities for villagers’ earnings. Figure 5.1 demonstrates how to design flourishing learning Village Community from the building blocks, which are Safe and Healthy Lighting, Clean Water, Drip Irrigation to Food Markets and the socio-technical solar system. This interview study created the new Need Class of TAMAA, which comprises the Needs – Clean Water, Nutritious Food, Agricultural Productivity, Lighting, Health, Security, Education, Jobs, and Micro to medium-sized businesses – and which meets the related requirements as expressed in Table 5.1, (compare with Need Class of Lighting in Table 4.8 in Chapter 4.3).
Table 5.1. Need Class of TAMAA, Saarinen, R., 2015a. Photos (Photo Ref.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comprised Needs</th>
<th>Requirement(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>1. Clean Water for Drinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>2. Clean Water for Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural Productivity</td>
<td>3. Clean Water for Gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>4. Access to Clean Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>5. Decrease in Water-related Deceases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>6. Improvements in Yields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>7. Versatile Crops, Plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs</td>
<td>8. Access to Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro to medium-sized businesses</td>
<td>9. Nutritious Food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. Decrease in Malnutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. Safe and Healthy Lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. Healthy Indoor Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. Healthy Pupils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14. Healthy Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15. Healthy Workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16. Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17. Enables Learning and Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18. Enables Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19. Enables Micro to medium-sized businesses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flourishing learning Village Community includes such elements as a school building/village house with solar panels, children at school and in kindergarten, women and men learning and training, women power for building a school or a village house, cultivating in gardens for nutritious school food and selling a surplus to local markets, owning goats for micro-business, clean water and nutritious food for children and their mothers. The whole village can gather around the village house/school and learn to unlock their inner power and lift them to the highest level of Human Needs as shown in Figure 2. As Majok Kariom shared his experiences: ‘Village Community based solar-energy system: a very good idea. Sometimes companies suffer a lot because they do not understand the culture in Africa. In our country, things are made based on a community, it is what a community thinks about not what I think about. If you see a guest is coming, the community welcomes the quest, who is not only his or her quest but the quest of whole community, our quest. If you think about your solar project, you need the whole community, this is a community-based service, you don't need to go to talk with everyone. Instead, you come to see a community leader and this community leader has a community group of people and you sit down and talk with this group and they talk with their people and then this solar system goes to every single house. When you go through community it is much easier in that way, I encourage this way especially in villages, in rural areas, which are based on communities. When you want to open a shop, you go to the community leader.” (the story 12).
To sum-up, Mika Vehnämäki stated: ‘There are also Finnish operators, who would like to export these kind of mini-grid energy systems to developing countries, e.g., to Africa. Nowadays it is possible that a village of 100-200 persons can acquire a solar system and someone come and installs it, and, e.g., World Bank and other donors will invest these kind of systems and build them ready.’ (the story 13).

Creating a learning organization for making change happen in the context where customers, partners, and other stakeholders are located separately and where learning is encouraged by doing, is a challenge whenever we are talking about teams which have members without networking possibilities through Internet. This interview study TAMAA emphasized the dialectic view, the true collaboration within members in programs creating energy services to meet basic needs. One starting point could be the village house, where a communication center named ‘Visual Meeting Place’ (Figure 5.3) provides a collaboration portal for villagers to be a part of shared knowledge and flourishing village community. Education levels provide knowledge of versatile education opportunities and materials, which also villagers can upload to the portal. Similarly, members of this portal can get knowledge of technologies (here solar systems), gardening and agriculture, business opportunities, new practices, and collaboration of universities and institutes. Within flourishing learning community villagers can develop capabilities to achieve their full potential, be self-actualized, be full members of their community, they can even empower others (Figure 2 in Executive
Summary). (Berthold, 2012; Järvinen, 2007; Lehtonen, 2014; Novick et al., 2002). Although this is an illuminated opportunity (discussed in the licentiate thesis), the first step might be like Figure 5.4, which emphasizes the communication within villagers and collaboration between actors outside this village.

**Figure 5.3.** Visual Village Meeting Place, the heart of empowering villagers, Saarinen, R., 2015a. Photos (Photo Ref.)

**Figure 5.4.** Visual Village Meeting Place, a communication center, Saarinen, R., 2015a; Photo: Irja Aro-Heinilä, the drawing of the solar system NAPS

Now, this description of the socio-technical system follows the licentiate thesis (Saarinen, R., 2015b) and represents: The heart of this socio-technical system is the solar PV-LED system, and depending on whether the electricity needs are required for
a village-school, workshops, homes, a healthcare place or another community building, the solar system is scalable on demand (Figure 5.5). This system is based on photonics devices, which are light-emitted diodes (LEDs) and solar cells, and where the basic particle light is the photon. Light-emitted diodes (LEDs) convert electrical energy to optical energy while solar cells convert optical energy into electrical energy. The hard-core components are LED lights (lamps), photovoltaic panels (PVs) and submersible pumps. Solar-powered pumping provides services for clean drinking water and gardens with solar-powered drip irrigation. Solar electrification provides services for lighting, phones, computers, TVs, other communication devices, and refrigerators in schools and other buildings.

![Layered community solar power system](figure5_5.png)

Figure 5.5. Layered community solar power system, Saarinen R., 2015a, Photos (Photo ref.)

### 5.3 Micro to medium-sized businesses

Mika Vehnamäki, an interviewee, expressed the core question: ‘How it is possible to create local businesses for a community, including private sector development, micro-business, farmers, and agriculture?’ (the story 13). Seppo Vehko, another one, answered: ‘...shops in Finland selling products from Africa like coffee ’ (the story 11). Tapio Keränen, an interviewee emphasized that livelihood opportunities should start based on people’s own-roots and their views (the story 2), exemplified in Indonesia, which produces large amounts of hand-made furniture, chairs, table etc., and for export
and to Europe, these are not energy-intensive to produce, why not in hand-made textile production, design products or furniture produced in Africa. To compare this story with Sweden and Finland, as an exemplar is the versatile textiles produced from Africa to Sweden (Watatu portal). Another exemplar, Finnish Mifuko shop sells African ecologically friendly products designed in Finland but made by African artisans. (Mifuko portal). Furthermore, you can already buy Kenyan extraordinary artwork Mijikenada design, on the Internet (Mijikenda portal).

Talking about this issue, Solveig Nylund, told: ‘You start at your home, and manage to have your basic needs met like water, food, education, opportunity for jobs, caring each other, you can develop and educate yourself further, come out from poverty, environmental livelihood and wellbeing and health, live in a human way. Macro perspective, you can work and produce something and transfer these products further and sell and get incomes. Standard of living, so that people are feeling well, but you do not have to be so rich. You feel good and can help other people’ (the story 4).

Turning now to some examples of solar-powered services suggested by Mikko Juntunen. First he illustrated, in a village, a village head might get enough money to put up a solar system for a charging place and for renting lamps for inhabitants, who might pay one € per night for the lamps. This price is less than they should pay for kerosene, in that way this system can pay back itself and is locally profitable even though the first starting investment is needed from somewhere. The interviewee continued with the second exemplar, somewhat middle class people might be able to start a charging kiosk for mobile phones, for instance a place for 100 sockets. He shared the third example from Victorian Lake area: a blocked ice shop for fishermen to chill their fish, instead of that they are burning charcoal or whatever energy might be possible. Last example he provided, a family owns the streetlight in the front of their shop and is motivated to take care of this light. Soon you can see that under this light there has arisen a micro-business opportunity, which is not connected to this shop, an economic unit (the story 5).

Majok Kariom continued the theme, food and business opportunities and envisaged: ‘But if you think about those, who have nothing, they need food which is not that clean, and if you do not have your fridge you need to buy food on a daily basis. A garden with irrigation is a source of money for whole a year, and you see many restaurants due to gardens, this is all I need for my restaurant. That will also change your mindset, people see that someone is cultivating and using irrigation, and they think that this will be due to me, I will do this, too’ (the story 12).

Regarding gardening and livelihood, through Rural Education Program (REP) women can learn to cultivate gardens like tea plants and agriculture products of other kind (SLEF REP, 2014). Relating to micro-businesses, Vuokko Alanne brought up that Women’s Bank helps for starting your own micro-business (the story 7), and Seppo Vehko continued: ‘Incomes for the poor comes mainly only from your small field plot, from couple of chickens or baby lambs’ (the story 11). One key success factor is to start-up like in adult training and education supported by a small sum of investment for new livelihood (Women’s Bank, 2014; SLEF MSB, 2014), which enables micro
businesses of diverse kinds. In summary, these results are expressed in Table 5.2, which provides an insight into the services, which already are functioning and some examples of services, which are needed and are realistic if only start-up money were available. The licentiate thesis discusses micro to medium-sized businesses and funding in more details.

Table 5.2. Business opportunities, Saarinen, R., 2015a. (Photo Ref.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Mijikenda Timber Artwork              | Our teams continue to scour East Africa for ever depleting sources of reclaimed & antique timber, which we salvage and return to our workshop on Diani Beach to be handcrafted into what must be some of the most intrinsically valuable furniture and interior items, being crafted today. | The Internet address: http://www.mijikenda.com/ furniture/  
The address: Diani Beach Road, PO Box 2 80400 Ukunda, Kenya, East Africa |
| Mifuko Handcrafts                     | Work of hand and heart: Homeware, bags, jewelry. With the process of consensus we can produce better, ethically made and more exciting products together with talented African artisans. | The Internet address: http://www.mifuko.fi  
Retailers: http://www.mifuko.fi/content/retailers |
| Watatu: African textiles and mode     | De färgstarka varorna från Kenya, Tanzania och Uganda. Äkta kanga och kitenge från Tanzania | The Internet address: http://www.watatu.se  
The address: Holsakersvägen 15, 785 44 Dala Foda |
| Examples of solar-powered services    | 1. Charging services for a) mobile phones  
b) renting charged lamps  
2. A blocked ice shop for fishermen to chill their fish, e.g. Lake Victoria Fisheries  
4. Micro businesses under the street light | Food Tank: Photo Sven Torfinn ´A Maasai pastoralist in Kenya utilizes his mobile phone to keep tabs on his herd’.  
| Agricultural Products                | 1. Versatile agricultural products  
2. Ugandan healthy organic fruit: http://www.nogamu.org.uk/cope_members.php  
1. Improvements in Crop Yields  
2. Improvements in Versatile Crops  
3. Increased Water amount to Agriculture  
4. Increased Food Security  
5. Nutritious Food  
6. Responses to High Food Prices  
7. Decrease in Malnutrition  
8. Enables Income  
9. Enables Livelihood  
10. Enables Health, Education, Banking |

5.4 Technology adaptation and learning new practices

As a starting point, George Pindua drew attention to a technology adaptation: ‘First of all..., solar power is new technology to people who live in the countryside. If I am not wrong, it is about five or ten years since the technology introduced to us. Secondly in rural area, there were few people who roofed their house by iron-sheet, while the majority were roofing by glass...therefore, you can see about 20% use solar power while 80 % were not using solar power due to nature of their house...we should
provide education for them for the purpose of change their mind and build good houses. For the people who have already built good houses, they are able to own solar and pay the necessity costs while the poor people cannot afford to buy the panel and maintenance of the system once broken.’ (Appendix IA).

The interviewees in this TAMAA Case preferred education and new practices at the frequency of 186 (Table 4.1), and including maintenance and quality, the frequency amounted to 215. Taken together, the interviewees considered technology adaptation and learning new practices a cornerstone for successful implementations of new services and technologies, some key issues placed in Table 5.3. In short, as Paulo Pinho stated: “Working together as equal partners” (the story 10).

Table 5.3 Some key issues in the adaptation of new technology, Saarinen R., 2015b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Family/person</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Mothers, women**   | Women accelerate change  
                     New practices save time for, e.g., micro-small business and school work | Women accelerate change  
                     New practices save time for i.e., micro-small business and school work | Women's rights to land and bank accounts  
                     Credits  
                     Education up-to-the university level |
| **Education at all levels** | Literacy, preliminary, secondary, tertiary, mathematics, Apprenticeship contracts | Preliminary, secondary, tertiary schools, Apprenticeship contracts | Public education: preliminary, secondary  
                             Vocational school, high school, University |
| **Long term collaborative equal partnership** | Respect, long term collaborative learning, participatory adaptation | Respect, long term collaborative learning, participatory adaptation | Infra |
| **Training Maintenance Warranty Skills** | New skills, technology, practices, spare parts | New skills, technology, practices, spare parts | Universities, trade and technical schools |
| **Infra, shops, banking** | Bank accounts | Shops, banks, electricity | Banking system, roads, railways, electricity networks |
| **Visits, excursions** | Best practices | Best practices | Best practices |
| **Pilot projects** | Involvement | Involvement | Involvement |

The assessment process (Chapters 3.3 and 4.2) explained technology selection, transfer and adaptation regarding new services and Figure 5.5 described the solar-powered socio-technical system in discussion. Next, taken from interviews some new aspects, which we have not yet covered, and the licentiate thesis, consequently, elaborates the technology adaptation and transfer in more details.
Jyrki Mylläriemi shared his experiences: ‘Mothers and women are accelerating effective change both in family and community. With new practices, women will get more time to be with their family, otherwise time must be spent on getting the energy like water and fuel wood, and this will have environmental consequences. This is not a moral issue for individuals, but energy issues should be arranged by state or other public organization. People are fetching fuel wood for their survival. The thing is, all changes are very slow, but with small steps by trainings and education, you might have possibility to change more and get larger changes. Old attitudes, traditions, and old basic structures are obstacles to the change.’ (the story 1).

Mikko Juntunen crystallized: ‘Gradually increasing social structures. The water brought to the well doesn't stay in there, as it's no use to try anything with anyone if this person himself or herself isn't willing to do it’. He continued: ‘But when going to places where you cannot read, the preliminary knowledge of how the new system works is quite challenging, it is necessary that you can utilize the new system in a practical way and be able to maintain the system. If there is a village community, where you have several solar-powered systems, you already have structures, and there can be someone who can be specialized in that system and can have income and livelihood of it.’ (the story 5).

Mika Vehnämäki summarized: ‘Capacity development, education, people have to learn new things so that they can solve their problems, working together, applying local resources with local methods, small-scale solution, which are suitable for local environment, scaling-up, modularity, local people have ownership to their solutions, adapting our western new technology to local needs’ (the story 13). Tapio Keränen brought forward the key aspect, the availability of spare parts: ‘And there exists a shop, where you can buy new batteries and charge them’ (the story 2). Pramod Bhusal emphasized the technology transfer: ‘..training, transfer your knowledge, visit to similar areas and learn how people do this and what are those best practices, run your pilot projects. Trained properly so that they can maintain their own system. How to integrate needs and technology: all things are related to one, quality of life. In summary, all system should be integrated, go hand-in-hand, not only one thing.’ (the story 3).

Helene Taal brought up the obstacles: ‘poverty, it is hard to get out of poverty, better infrastructures needed so that people can climb up…public education and guidance, also for against accidents, first for teachers, who then will teach others, enough suitable courses, education is expensive after preliminary and secondary school, getting new knowledge will cost’ (the story 11). Brita Jern continued: ‘Education, training and working need good teachers and different types of school-materials, and in Kenya at least, an improved teaching of English as a different language.’ (Appendix IA Brita). Turning now to discuss obstacles.

5.5 Obstacles

Obstacles, why new energy services and basic needs were not met, were first covered in Table 4.6, and after several listening of interviews the obstacles were
arranged differently only at social and individual level in Table 5.4, because solely community level answers were few. To summarise as Irja Aro-Heinilä expressed: ‘Most important is education at all levels: primary, secondary school, training for new socio-economics systems like these new technologies, professional schools, trade school, technical school, universities, and learning by doing. The other and even more important key to make change happen is human being’s inner power, which we need to unlock, make people ready to help themselves and excel in their own capabilities and learn new things’. (Appendix IA Irja in TAMAA Appendices).

Table 5.4 Obstacles, Saarinen R., 2015b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacle</th>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of land reform</td>
<td>No right to land, no farming</td>
<td>In many countries no land reform, no landownership arranged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of banking</td>
<td>No ID-card, no bank account</td>
<td>Banking system, ownerships, ID, need for a stable structure and laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of money, funding</td>
<td>Yes, need for start investment, one interviewee considered this social</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of jobs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of knowledge and public education</td>
<td>Elementary, school fares, lack of food, household activities, poverty</td>
<td>Lack of public education and qualified teachers, school fares, school books and material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of training, also professional</td>
<td>No knowledge how to use new systems</td>
<td>Access to trade and technical schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women and girls do household activities</td>
<td>Women and girls need to be trained to use new services</td>
<td>Old traditions of women and girls, women need to be involved to new systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of sanitation, clean water, food</td>
<td>Diseases, education suffers</td>
<td>Diseases, healthcare and hospitals needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel food, straw etc. free in rural areas</td>
<td>Costs for improvement systems, e.g. improved stoves</td>
<td>Costs as deforestation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidies for fossil fuels like petrol, diesel, kerosene</td>
<td>Costs of new energy systems like solar</td>
<td>Costs of greenhouse gases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption, conflicts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paula Tommila crystallized: ‘Financing of solar systems is a big investment, but a basic lighting system with couple of lamps is quite inexpensive, however poor people can not afford even them’ (the story 6 in Appendix IE). Solveig Nylund told: ‘Obstacles and barriers are there, very much related to low education and lack of training how to use technical devices. I think it is possible to arrange courses on this topic and educate instructors. I think the girls and the women are the target. We need to teach them, they are the ones who are preparing food, fetching water, feeding children and so on. Try to teach the need for maintenance, try to show that the whole community is profiting from a system, thus avoiding thefts, planting a we-spirit, educating people who can maintain devices and supervisors who can do check-ups. Bringing knowledge to common people, not only to experts, is part of the solution to integrate new energy systems into the daily life of rural people in Africa. Obstacles and barriers to people to fulfill these
needs could be poor physical or mental health, poverty, large families, living in hardship areas and lack of education which often is related to poverty.' (the story 4).

The stories at social level:

‘But the roots are in social structures, there is no tradition for banking systems and ownership (asserts), it is difficult for the society to be developed, because if you do not have any possibilities to develop and create your own work and your own income and asserts, there is no means to struggle’ (Mikko Juntunen, the story 5). ‘It is obvious if 300 people living in subsistence economy need to buy a system costing 10 000 $ for instance for a bore well, this is not possible’ (Tomi Järvinen, the story 8). ‘More effort to the beginning and go to the community and get involved and try to find out what villagers really want, what are practical things to do. Ask locals, what would be the best ways to do and get children to school.’ (Pasi Aaltonen, the story 9).

Summary: ‘open partnership in co-operation which is not based on money, the money can comes to the picture when the partnership has grown, there exists mutual trust and know-how’ (Tomi Järvinen, the story 8). ‘There are so many countries, so many cultures, and so many religions. It is sometimes very tricky to think about Africa as a whole, so many perspectives there. In many African countries, there are these tribal backgrounds, so these national policies have to take these into considerations.’ (Paulo Pinho, the story 10).

‘There must be land for agriculture, so that you can cultivate, the fundamental thing is how you own land’ (Mika Vehnämäki, the story 13). At social level the land reform is lacking in many countries, which hinders people to own land and cultivate their land. ‘Although solar energy as off-grid solutions is going to be the cheapest, the investment is needed first, on the other hand the people living in developing country can afford a diesel-generator, but this diesel-generator system will cost more than the solar system in those 20-years. Those boundary conditions are in somewhere in social and governmental structures, this applies also to solar-powered systems. If there exists no ownership, these new systems will be stolen or broken. In principle a co-operative ownership of a village solar system might be good, but there should be some kind of tradition how things are handled together, administrative unit is a family or larger family. In those poorest regions, there have first been a bloody fight for those limited resources, then the idea of getting more together might be too difficult thing to adopt.’(Mikko Juntunen, the story 5).
6 Lessons learnt and recommendations

This TAMAA Case assessed, which are the building blocks and change levers for creating sustainable flourishing Village Community, and how sustainable energy services are capable of creating wellbeing and empowering African villagers. This study took advantages of participatory involvement through the in-depth active face-to-face interviews and acquired shared meaning and knowledge in the needs of villagers and in the services to meet these needs. These interviews explored the insights, knowledge, experiences, and visions of people involved in development co-operation works for years — the representatives of villagers, NGOs, companies, and researchers — and invited them to seek solutions to the identified problems.

First, this TAMAA Case reviewed the General Basic Customer Needs of rural people living in developing countries. Then, the analysis of the face-to-face interviews revealed that the most weighted needs of villagers were Clean Water, Nutritious Food, Lifelong Health, Education at all levels, Safe and Healthy Lighting, Agricultural Productivity, Jobs, opportunities for Micro to medium-sized businesses and electricity, as well as clean cooking although this need not led to a new energy service in this study. Instead, the identified new sustainable energy services were Clean Water, Drip Irrigation to Food Markets as well as Safe and Healthy Lighting. The TAMAA concept (Figure 6) helps turning to summarize Clean Water, which is the most commonly researched and implemented service.

![TAMAA Concept](Photo ref.)

Figure 6. TAMAA Concept, Saarinen, R., (2015a), Photos (Photo ref.)
If the well provides good quality water, solar-powered pumping is a reliable way to get water without a need to cook it first. The Clean Water system was reviewed against the ABC water project of the solar-powered water system serving approximately 1000 villagers at the costs of 27,45€ per person (in 2012) (Chapter 4.4; SLEF ABC Water, 2012). Atemo Bible College (ABC) owns land and is responsible for working and the maintenance of the water system within Lake Diocese in Kenyan Evangelical Lutheran Church, the site Abongo Dhoga comprising among 800-1200 villagers and Rungu Primary School with over 400 pupils, who are getting now clean water. This Clean Water service is scalable and ready for the implementations, exemplified NAPS Solar Water Pumping Systems (NAPS Water, 2015). Clean water is also needed for agriculture and food preparations, and this brings up the second service, Drip Irrigation to Food Markets for discussion.

The primary target for agriculture development and improvements is Food Security, so that people can gratify their Human Rights (UN Human Rights, 2014), their rights to sufficient Food. Agricultural productivity by solar-powered drip irrigation has been a key success in improving malnutrition and crop harvest (Chapter 4.5), and indeed, Drip Irrigation to Food Markets with Clean Water enables a prolific agriculture with versatile crops and increased yields, thus creating opportunities for getting Nutritious Food. Equally important, this service generates micro to medium-sized businesses, and village-farmers can sell diverse products to local markets. The exemplified Benin solar-powered drip irrigation system has been successful (assessed by Stanford University) and has reached eight gardens by 2014 (NDF Benin, 2014), the solar technology provided by NAPS Solar Systems (NAPS, 2014). As the baseline review (Chapter 2.2) reported, food markets are the main potential sector in BOP markets, and estimations for the future indicate that Africa's total agriculture and agribusiness could create opportunities for an industry sector of 1 000 billion USD.

Moreover, irrigation leads to local cooling effect (IPCC, 2013), thus irrigation with the renewables like solar decreases CO₂ emissions, cools locally, and increases plants (photosynthesis, land cover change, mitigates desertification). This Service Drip Irrigation to Food Markets is elaborated and enlarged in the licentiate thesis focus on the potential food markets and the technology.

As Clean Water and Drip Irrigation to Food Markets, Lighting is tightly integrated into Health reducing the serious indoor air problems due to the use of traditional kerosene lamps, which are common in rural areas. Lighting makes Education, Jobs, and Micro to medium-sized businesses possible also in the evening. The service, Safe and Healthy Lighting (Chapter 4.3), is based on the LED lights and solar PV panels, which are considered stable technologies, and this service provides a safe and healthy environment for schools, hospitals, working environments in firms and other buildings, among others, as well as for public areas. Although the technology is stable, the availability of the system components might raise concerns in some Sub-Saharan areas, for example where to acquire LED-lamps. This turns the discussion to the new created TAMAA concept (Figure 6) and change levers, which are capable of enabling to bridge the gap (Figure 3) in building flourishing Village Community, where new sustainable services leverage the identified needs for the empowerment of villagers.
This TAMAA Case discovered Human Rights as a foundation for basic needs. As interviewees emphasized, Education at all levels provides opportunities to achieve villagers’ full potential, self-actualization (Figure 2) level in Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Learning and working together, equal partnership and supporting others to become the beneficial community members, create we-spirit and a positive climate for wellbeing of Village Community. By establishing a collaborative learning environment within the village and between outside partners as NGOs, researchers, companies, and universities, encourages villagers and all parties to come together and work together for sustainable flourishing learning Village Community. When people learn together, they also get ownership to their knowledge and become an active part of their community. After all, the successful adaptation and implementation of the new energy service mean that the service meets the real needs of the user and is suitable and practical locally for the purpose it was created. Furthermore, villagers, NGOs, companies, and universities have collaboratively planned the technology adaptation.

Change levers with new sustainable services are capable of unlocking the obstacles when ever the funding is arranged. Those barriers were most of all poverty and it's consequences, such as no economics access to clean water, nutritious food, education, agricultural productivity, lighting and jobs. Lack of knowledge, public education and training including professional and languages, will deepen the gap to fill, as well as the old practices, such as that women and children are forced to spend hours for household activities due to ineffective ways to get water and fuel wood. For these small every day needs, micro-loans by SLEF and Women Bank were and are vehicles to come out of these old traditions, which hinder not only women and children but also men to come out of poverty. The discussion of these business and funding opportunities are broadened and deepened in the licentiate thesis to wider viable business opportunities.

Regarding clean cooking, further studies about solar cookers, improved stoves, and biogas digesters are needed. Solar resources as well as hydropower are considered renewable energies, but due to the LCA assessments of annual forest losses in Sub-Saharan Africa, the biomass electricity and combined heat and power (CHP) was not the focus in TAMAA Case. Instead, a new case is needed, exemplified waste management by gasification, which is capable of converting sustainably municipal wastes of all kinds as well as agricultural and forest residues to electricity. TAMAA Case had a focus on how to build a flourishing learning village community and the main resource was solar (the largest one in Africa). A pilot or pilots, which can implement these new energy services as concepts and broaden them to the exports in food markets, would be a next case or next cases.
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Appendix A Education in Sub-Saharan Africa

Appendix B Educated Mothers, Healthy Children

EDUCATED MOTHERS, HEALTHY CHILDREN
Higher levels of education for mothers lead to improved child survival rates

Pneumonia
One additional year of maternal education would decrease child deaths from pneumonia by 14%.

Maternal education reduces factors putting children at risk of pneumonia, such as:
1. malnourishment
2. low birth weight
3. failing to carry out measles vaccination
4. using burning fuel that gives off harmful smoke

Equivalent to 160,000 lives saved per year

Birth complications
A literate mother is 23% more likely to seek support from a skilled birth attendant.

Diarrhoea
Reduction in diarrhoea in low and lower middle income countries if all mothers had primary education: 8%.

Reduction in diarrhoea of all mothers had secondary education: 30%.

Educated mothers are more likely to:
1. use proper water
2. seek care from a health provider when a child had diarrhoea
3. administer rehydration solutions, increase fluids, and continue feeding

Malaria
In areas of high transmission, the odds of children carrying malaria parasites is 22% lower if their mothers have primary education than if their mothers have no education.

In areas of high transmission, the odds of children carrying malaria parasites is 36% lower if their mothers have secondary education than if their mothers have no education.

Immunization
Increase in immunization for diphtheria, measles, and whooping cough (DTP3) in low and lower middle income countries if all mothers had primary education: 10%.

Increase in DTP3 vaccination of all mothers had secondary education: 43%.


Source: EFA 2014, p.21

Appendix C: Global Hunger Index 2013

Food Security is defined according to Food and Agricultural Organization in the UN (FAO): "Food Security exists when all people, at all times, has physical, social and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food which meet their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life. Household food security is the application of this concept to the family level, with individuals within the household as the focus of concern," FAO 2003; FAO 2008; von Grebmer et al. 2011, p.4. The Global Hunger Index (GHI) is a tool designed to comprehensively measure and track hunger globally and by region and country. Calculated each year by the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI):

1) **Undernourishment**: the proportion of undernourished people as a percentage of the population (reflecting the share of the population with insufficient caloric intake)

2) **Child underweight**: the proportion of children younger than age five who are underweight (that is, have low weight for their age, reflecting wasting, stunted growth, or both), which is one indicator of child undernutrition

3) **Child mortality**: the mortality rate of children younger than age five (partially reflecting the fatal synergy of inadequate caloric intake and unhealthy environments) The diversity of GHI globally is large, South Asia and Africa
of Sahara having the severest situation especially regarding children's underweight and the amount of undernourished people.

FAO defines food deprivation, or “undernourishment,” (Hunger) as the consumption of fewer than about 1,800 kilocalories a day—the minimum that most people require to live a healthy and productive life.*

Source: von Grebmer 2013, pp.7-11


Appendix D Time to fetch water

Population who must travel more than 30 minutes per day to get water

Source UN MDG, 2005, p.10. Percentage of the Population who must travel more than 30 minutes to fetch Water in Africa. Women and girls often walk 15 kilometres a day, to and from water sources, spending 8 hours or more per day collecting repeated loads weighing up to 20 kilos each time. The use of improved sanitation and drinking water in rural areas was presented in Annex G.

Appendix E Fresh water availability and water scarcity

Fresh water availability ($m^3$) per capita in 2007, global physical and economic water scarcity in 2007

Source: UN Water WWDR4 2012, pp.124, 125. Economic water scarcity = described as a situation caused by a lack of investment in water, or a lack of human capacity to satisfy the demand for water (FAO Water 2012, p.6)

Appendix F Clean water and sanitation status in rural areas

Appendix G Health problems of solid fuels in rural areas


DALY=Disability-adjusted life year, In terms of lost years of healthy life. Combines loses years due to premature death with years of healthy life loses due to illness and disability WHO 2009, p.v. The deaths attributed to risks factors are shown as well in page 10.
Appendix H: Direct black carbon, kerosene lighting

Direct black carbon radiative forcing from residential kerosene lighting

Appendix I: Top health risks globally in DALY's

Major causes of deaths in children under five years old

Figure 7: Percentage of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) attributed to 19 leading risk factors, by country income level, 2004.

Figure 8: Major causes of death in children under 5 years old with disease-specific contribution of undernutrition, 2004.
Source: WHO 2009, p.10, 14. DALY=Disability-adjusted life year, in terms of lost years of healthy life. Combines loses years due to premature death with years of healthy life loses due to illness and disability WHO 2009, p.v., 5. The deaths attributed to risks factors are shown as well in page 10.

Tenth biggest risk factors in DALYs in low, middle, and high income countries, source: WHO 2009, p.14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk factor</th>
<th>DALYs (millions)</th>
<th>Percentage of total</th>
<th>Risk factor</th>
<th>DALYs (millions)</th>
<th>Percentage of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Childhood underweight</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1 Childhood underweight</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Unsafe sex</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2 Unsafe water, sanitation, hygiene</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Alcohol use</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3 Unsafe sex</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Unsafe water, sanitation, hygiene</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4 Suboptimal breastfeeding</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 High blood pressure</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>5 Indoor smoke from solid fuels</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Tobacco use</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>6 Vitamin A deficiency</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Suboptimal breastfeeding</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>7 High blood pressure</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 High blood glucose</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>8 Alcohol use</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Indoor smoke from solid fuels</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>9 High blood glucose</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Overweight and obesity</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>10 Zinc deficiency</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-income countries*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Alcohol use</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1 Tobacco use</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 High blood pressure</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>2 Alcohol use</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Tobacco use</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3 Overweight and obesity</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Overweight and obesity</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4 High blood pressure</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 High blood glucose</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>5 High blood glucose</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Unsafe sex</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>6 Physical inactivity</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Physical inactivity</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>7 High cholesterol</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 High cholesterol</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>8 Illicit drugs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Occupational risks</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>9 Occupational risks</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Unsafe water, sanitation, hygiene</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>10 Low fruit and vegetable intake</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix J World by incomes in 2010


Appendix K Forest, woodlands and vegetation cover

Figure 1: Forest, woodlands and vegetation cover

Source: UNEP 2006, p.197

Appendix L: Components of Radiative Forcing

Source: IPCC 2013, p.4

Appendix M Climate Zones in Africa

Aridity Zones


Source: http://www.grida.no/graphicslib/detail/aridity-zones_a6d3
Appendix N: Access to Electricity in Sub-Saharan Africa

Source: IEA 2014, p.31

Appendix O: Solar resources in Africa

Annual Average Solar Insolation, Flat Plate Tilted at Latitude, kWh/m²/day
Source: NREL 2005, this map can be find in the reference Ramachandran 2008, p.26

Appendix P: CO₂ emissions versus Climate change vulnerability

Source: Samson et al. 2011, p.538

CDVI = Climate Demography Vulnerability Index
‘This takes into account how regional climate will change as well as how much local population is expected to grow. They incorporated this index into a global map and found highly vulnerable regions included central South America, the Middle East and both eastern and southern Africa. Less vulnerable regions were largely in the northern part of the Northern Hemisphere.’

Appendix Q: Primary energy demand by region in 2040

Figure 2.6: Primary energy demand by region in the New Policies Scenario (Mtoe)

This map is without prejudice to the status of or sovereignty over any territory, to the delimitation of international frontiers and boundaries, and to the name of any territory, city or area.

*Growth in primary demand excludes bunkers. Note: Values in the pie chart do not sum to 100% due to rounding.

Source: IEA Energy 2014, p.63
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Appendix IA: Reference interviews

A)
– Brita Jern, I am working within Swedish Lutheran Evangelical Association in Finland as the Mission Director.

– Energy is needed to fetch water (walking, carrying, using donkeys). People are usually not boiling their drinking water in rural areas in Kenya since it acquires too much fuel. In rural Africa they are usually not heating their homes by fire, but they are using fires to prepare food.

Energy is needed in order to produce food. People need to prepare the soil, plant seeds, fertilize, weed, harvest and grind the harvest into flour. Fuel and fire is needed to cook the food.

The relation between the basic needs of food and water is pretty much related to energy issues.

– Other basic needs in Africa are clothes and shelter, education, health, transport and sanitation.

– These are not immediately connected to household energy, but at least health and sanitation needs some energy.

– As a whole I suppose the basic needs are the same in rural as well as in urban areas. But in urban areas other types of energy is used, like electricity. I know of people in town who bring their charcoal stove to town because they are not able to cook when electricity too often is gone.

– Obstacles and barriers for people to fulfill these needs could be poor physical or mental health, poverty, large families, living in hard-ship areas and lack of education which often is related to poverty.

– New energy services are splendid solutions for Africa, especially solar energy. Usually there is plenty of sun in rural Africa, beside that solar energy is nowadays highly developed and the need for maintenance is almost nil. As far as I know solar energy services are functioning for decades. At least for the basic need for water the solar is an excellent solution. According to my experience wind mills for some reason are not functioning in the same good way.

– Barriers for rural people to use solar energy might be the cost. There are a lot of good systems in stock, even small ones for charging mobiles, but poor people can not afford them.
I think the possibilities for community based energy systems are quite good. It needs a good structure. One challenge is implementation to bigger groups. In SLEAF mission work we have seen that smaller groups, with 5–10 people are the best functioning, while whole villages face obstacles when it comes to cooperation. One problem is corruption, not only regarding money, but also regarding power-sharing and democratic issues. Clan- and tribe issues are often hindrances.

Nutrition and clean cooking in Africa face a lot of challenges. One is low education, another poverty. Health as a school subject would be the first thing to develop. From childhood they need to know that fruits are useful, and they need to know the importance of a balanced diet. But even if they know, if they are poor, it is difficult to cook good food. They need to know ways of planting trees also in dry areas, but the best thing would be to try to teach people to use solar cookers. The system is already there, but very few are using them. I think it might be because people are quite suspicious towards new things. Another obstacle in rural areas is that people are not used to technical issues and they do not know how to maintain things, or even the importance of maintenance. A lot of even simple devices are not in use because they have broke down. So using a simple solar cooker is a question of change in paradigms, which is not easily done.

Clean and fresh water can be arranged in three ways in Africa. Where the ground water level is high, basic wells can be dug by hand, using concrete to plaster them. Where the ground water is very deep, bore holes can be constructed. And where there is none of these, gutters and tanks should be built. In order to get clean water people are usually using tablets for disinfection. I have also seen systems with different types of water filtering through sand and different layers of murram, but common people do not know much about such things.

Education, training and working needs good teachers and different types of school-materials, and in Kenya at least, an improved teaching of English as a different language. It does not help even if you have books, if people do not understand them, or lack interest in reading because of poor vocabulary. I think it is a question of building a good system within the challenge of a poor country. But it is not only because of poverty, it is also because of corruption that systems are not working. But here again much can be done if corruption is defended. In schools for example, solar power can be used to get lamps to pupils so that they can study in the evenings.

I think new types of energy services can serve communities in many ways. But what about exporting and business? That one I do not know.

New energy services can decrease diseases. Bringing clean water through bore holes is reducing the level of diseases. That one I know from experience.
– New energy services can provide security, promoting health issues by giving people clean water, and reducing costs of preparing food by solar cookers. But we also need to teach people to use these things.

– Obstacles and barriers are there, very much related to low education and lack of training how to use technical devices. I think it is possible to arrange courses on this topic and educating instructors. I think the girls and the women are the target. We need to teach them, they are the ones who are preparing food, fetching water, feeding children and so on.

– Giving a healthy environment to people, is inspiring them to build a latrin, keeping the compound clean and tidy, teach them to avoid dirty water, plant fruit trees. At least for planting trees a lot of water is needed, where for example solar energy could be in use.

– New technology to Africa is a challenge. It is difficult because small children in Africa are not used to technology in the same way as we are in Europe. Here we are surrounded by scissors, pencils, papers, toys from small. But of course the skill is there in Africa. I recently heard of a nine-year boy in rural Kenya who himself had created four simple lamps out of batteries and bulbs!

– Try to teach the need of maintenance, try to show that the whole community is profiting from a system, thus avoiding thefts, planting a we-spirit, educate people who can maintain devices and supervisors who can do check-ups. Bringing knowledge to common people, not only to experts, is part of the solution to integrate new energy systems to daily life of rural people in Africa.

23.3.2014
Brita Jern

B)
Irja Aro-Heinilä: PhD in theology and are working as volunteer for Kimbilio
Telephone, 30.04.2014:
  • most important is education at all level: primary, secondary school, training for new socio-economics systems like these new technologies, professional schools, trade school, technical school, universities, learning by doing.
  • the other and even more important key to make a change happen, is the inner human capacity which we need to release, make people ready to help themselves and excel in their own capabilities and learn new things
  • money is needed for all development, whiteout it is impossible to have a proper education and job and earn your own living. The society needs as well money to educate their people.
  • The other issue is that the community is a large family and relatives, there is no experiences to take care of other people than relative
e-mail, 30.04.2014:
Näkökulmani on keskiluokkaisten ja toisaalta köyhien ihmisten keskuudessa toimineen näkökulma. Pitää muistaa, että Tansaniassa kaikkea on laidasta laitaan. Suurimmalta osalta tämä ajattelun on siis yleistystä.


C) George Pindua: 4 September 2014

WHAT ARE BASIC NEEDS OF RURAL PEOPLE IN AFRICA CAN BE MET BY PROVIDING SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SERVICES AND HOW?

Questions and answer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTIONS</th>
<th>ANSWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1. What are basic needs of people who live in Africa?</td>
<td>* The basic needs of people in Africa include, food, shelter, clean water, electricity, education, hospital and infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 What are the different between rural and urban area?</td>
<td>* Of course there are different between rural and urban. The difference are due to the availability of basic needs as indicated above while some villages they do not have clean water, electricity, good road, hospital and schools that can provide better education to their children. For that reasons, in urban there are overpopulations due to the available services while in rural there are depopulations because people are moving from rural to urban to look for opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. My opinion</td>
<td>* The government should provide all necessity services both in rural and urban. The presence of the services mention above will make some youths to remain in villages instead of going to the cities to look for green pastures. Further, the school, road hospital should be improved through providing good services. This will reduce infant and maternal death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are an obstacles and barriers faced people?</td>
<td>* To start with hospital, People use to walk about one hundred kilometer to seek for health care services on the way to hospital some people died. This is very common to children under five year and pregnant women. However, in some place, of course they have rough road which can be passable during the dry season while during the rain is not possible to pass. In addition to that in rural are people experience shortage of medicine in the public health center, in that case therefore, the patients should go to the cities, if you do not have bus fair, it means that death is an avoidable. * Secondly, in rural area they do not have electric that can influence investors to go and invest there. In that case, people in rural area are depending on activities rather than employed in other industries. * Clean water, in villages people use water from rivers which is not clean for human use. This may cause to get some disease like diarrhoea, typhoid and other associated with unclean water. * Last but not least, in rural area people are missing basic needs in way that with no solution because the government cannot able to facilitate the services into all villages due to adequate funds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How is new energy service connected to basic needs? What are the most important in using new energy services to people live in Africa?</td>
<td>* Of course, there is connection between the new energy and basic need for people. For instance we need energy for cooking, we need energy for run machine, industries, charging our cell phone, light and influencing investors to come in rural area that will result to offer job opportunity and reduce deforestation that cause by human being. Today, we are whiteness our trees cutting down for making charcoal burn in order to use for cooking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What are an obstacles and barriers for using new energy?</td>
<td>* What I think, the economy of people in rural Africa can be one of obstacles. People are poor and cannot afford to pay the bills for electricity or purchase solar panel. Secondly, some people in rural areas, their house were roofing by glass of which you cannot install electricity in such houses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. What are the possibilities for people to be part...................”</td>
<td>This question is not clear to me, would you please re-write it?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continues in the next page
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How do you think nutrition food and cooking can be arranged in Africa</td>
<td>I think, this can be done through provide education which relates to food nutrition and clean cooking. It is anticipating through education people could change their mind setup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>culture?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you think clean water can possible to arrange in Africa?</td>
<td>First of all, you have to know that clean water is most available in the cities while in rural areas is very difficult to access clean water. In respond to your question, I think we need to investigate the place where we can make drill wells in villages that will be a solution to community especially those who live in rural areas. In short, water can be arranged in Africa through making drill wells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How about education training and working environments? What do you</td>
<td>I am not very much sure if this question is close to me however, I would like to answer like this, training premises is challengeable in Africa continent at large. It so because, we have overpopulation than standard suggested by the ministry of education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>think is the connection to energy and what kind of energy?</td>
<td>Secondly, we do not enough desks in our schools promises that will provide chance to students to study comfortable. Regard on the kind of energy applied to our community, As I said before in some places, they are using electricity while other place solar energy however, the majority use kerosene means of energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How new energy services could provide live hood opportunities and</td>
<td>The presence of new energy will improve the life of people in Africa. First, it will provide job opportunities to community because the investors can make processing industries that cannot work without using electricity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exporting possibilities? What kind of business models there could be?</td>
<td>Secondly, it will increase production, create market from local products and improve infrastructure. In this case, the community could have very good opportunity to do different business include processing products from farms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How these energy services might decrease and improve healthy</td>
<td>Not only that it will influence private sectors to build schools, hospital, and hotel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environment?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you think new energy services can provide security for people?</td>
<td>I think solar energy, gas and electricity services can provide security to people. These services will facilitate to make processing products hence reduced the living expense include health, food and water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What these energy services could be? security meaning health, food,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water and living costs?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you access to these new energy services? How do you think this</td>
<td>The accessibility of new energy services to poor people is very difficult because it needs sources of income to facilitate the installation of the energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is possible to arrange? What do you think is the biggest obstacles and</td>
<td>It is possible to arrange this program to be done through supporting poor people in order to have an access to new energy However, you could not take all of them still you can identify few of them as sampling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barriers to get new energy services?</td>
<td>I think the biggest an obstacle to get new energy to them is facilitation on how they can able to access it (Financial issue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How about health environments for people? What is your opinion?</td>
<td>Health environment for people is friendly however they do not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| What kind of new energy services can contribute this?                  | have energy to support their daily life. My opinion, we need to look possibilities on how we can support the poor people in order to protect their environment.  
  • The kind of energy service can be solar power and Gas can improve the life of the people. |
| What do you think, what are the most important things to create and     | • I think there are need to train people from my country or Africa in order to acquire new technologies. It is my hope that the knowledge and skills obtained will help them to continue using that knowledge for the benefit of his/her country and supporters.  
  • The main obstacles are, the majority cannot afford to meet universites expenses. In that case, you can find very few people can get opportunities to obtain such knowledge. |
| transfer new technologies for people living in Africa? What are an      |                                                                                                                                                                                                        |
| obstacles and barriers?                                                |                                                                                                                                                                                                        |
| What do you think, how these new energy services and basic needs like  | • I think as human being needs all necessity basic needs as indicated in your question. I am sure without having those things, there is something missing or no life at all. It can be integrated in the sense that all of them are part of the basic needs. We need education for the purpose of preparing skilled people who will serve the nation and worldwide. We need health so as to make our life well and survival, we need clean water and energy. |
| food, water, health, and education can be part of people’s life?        |                                                                                                                                                                                                        |
| How all these needs could be integrated and combined to new             |                                                                                                                                                                                                        |
George Pindua, Feedback
5 September 2014:

Dear Ritva,
I am very sorry for my delaying to reply your email. I also happy to making it clear. First of all you have to understand that solar power is new technology to people who live in the countryside. If, I am not wrong it is about five or ten years since the technology introduced to us.

Secondly in rural area, there were few people who roofed their house by iron- sheet while the majority were roofing by glass. In this respective therefore, you can see about 20% use solar power while 80 % were not using solar power due to nature of their house. In order to arrange this program to take off, we should provide education to them for the purpose of change their mind and build good houses.

For the people who have already built good house, they can able to own solar and pay the necessity costs while the poor people cannot afford to buy the panel and maintenance of the system once corrupted. This also should be in your mind that some villages there is electricity but people are not installed in the house due to economic crisis. I think, this question is very clear to you. In case of any thing please let me know.

Dean Pindua
Appendix IB: ABC Water project

ABC Water project: http://www.slef.fi/utlandet/utvecklingssamarbete/vattenprojekt/abc-vattenforsorjning

3 April 2014, Hej!


De pengar de samlar in skall användas för att underhålla pumpsystemet, åtminstone de mindre kostnaderna. Ifall det blir större kostnader fungerar det så kallande "harambee"-insamlingssystemet (talko) bäst i Kenya, dvs att man samlar in medel när de behövs.

h, Solveig (Solveig Nylynd, SLEF)
Appendix IC: Researcher's scientific CV

Doctoral student Saarinen finished her M.Sc in 1980 from Helsinki University of Technology (currently Aalto University) on the process automation for co-firing Circulated Fluidized Bed and has actively worked with cost-effective applications in Combined Heat and Power systems. In 1994, she started her doctoral studies on multimedia learning organisations and mobile Internet applications. In 2009, after several years working experience, she returned as Research Scientist to multimedia applications for bio-based energy systems. She has actively been involved in the participatory scientific research of the user acceptance of sustainable renewable energy services, which are capable in meeting basic needs of rural people in developing countries, her future research interest focusing on mutual advantages partnership concepts and their social acceptability. A Village Community concept as a collaborative visual meeting place for villagers from children to adults, is her mission, a place for mutual equality, sharing and taking care of each individual as a valued human being. Her research topic is 'Wellbeing of African villagers within their community empowered by sustainable new energy services' at Aalto University, School of Electrical Engineering in the research focus area 'Wellbeing and a smart living environment, Research Focus Areas: http://elec.aalto.fi/en/research/focus_areas/, Departments: http://elec.aalto.fi/en/departments/

Ritva Saarinen has finished her Licentiate of Science (Technology) 16 June, 2015, the thesis published online: https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/handle/123456789/16542

LinkedIn: Ritva Saarinen, http://fi.linkedin.com/in/ritva.saarinen/
### Appendix ID: First summaries of interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>A</strong></th>
<th><strong>B</strong></th>
<th><strong>C</strong></th>
<th><strong>D</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interview</strong></td>
<td><strong>Community</strong></td>
<td><strong>Social</strong></td>
<td><strong>Interview</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water, wells, no energy, food, cooking, work</td>
<td>communal people large families - security but no income and work</td>
<td>clean water, well, toilet, security, work, education, land for gardening (food)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhealthy stove no et., rural, charcoal, unconscious et. urban</td>
<td>effective, new advice - improved stove, irrigation pumping, solar-energy, clean water, cake, small gardening</td>
<td>change through women, gardens and irrigation, organizing, selling, get jewels, learning textiles, practices, training, an organization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty, no money, no investment</td>
<td>education after secondary school, expensive education for profession, contacts, knowledge gained</td>
<td>access to land and water, change through women, behavioral change, village, agricultural practices, work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>access to water, long distances, wells by NGOs, state</td>
<td>lack of clear water, training how to do and arrange</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty, no work, no comm/village</td>
<td>education, training-work, preliminary education (unexpected) good</td>
<td>old traditions beliefs rulers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no central/adequate systs</td>
<td>infrastructure, roads, mobile phones exist everywhere</td>
<td>basic health services, clean water, wells, toilets, food, lighting, small-scale energy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meets needs, do not provide what is not needed</td>
<td>basic security in weekdays, land rights, cultivating, U.N. human rights, ID, banking</td>
<td>knowledge sharing, boat practices, small-scale, practices, women, gardening, land rights, human rights, Barriers old traditions, beliefs, values</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Practical small-scale energy systems, change through women, Human Rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>A</strong></th>
<th><strong>B</strong></th>
<th><strong>C</strong></th>
<th><strong>D</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual</strong></td>
<td><strong>Community</strong></td>
<td><strong>Social</strong></td>
<td><strong>Individual</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electricity, banking, mobile phone, charging, light, education, cooking, well-being, prices, Rural fuel, wood-free, off-grid. Urban electricity network</td>
<td>improves systems above working at home in Africa, head central control, regulated and guidelines by govt et al schools. Effective improved stoves at school, wood gathering, lots wood needed. Lights at school near parents</td>
<td>water, healthcare, education, job, sustainable development, water and solar energy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poverty, no money, no investment</td>
<td>more security energy service, mitigate disaster. Resources, fuel wood, effective taste/impact lessons, conflicts, equalization, decrease poverty. unequal distribution and access of energy, improve access to energy, transfer to three villages, less effective large-scale kitchen schools, work</td>
<td>food banks but otherwise African food good, clean water is the most important wells, water pipes clean water, toilet, so not one need be integration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lights, practical, efficient stove, oven, jerry can, pancake.</td>
<td>practical simple, knowledge of new things, practices, dialogues</td>
<td>we here need a humble mind to listen, local needs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lack of knowledge, money, practices to use, user training</td>
<td>energy is a basic need, food, water, for common practical use</td>
<td>partnership, mutual sharing and understanding, local people do by themselves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If traditions for community-based practices - common interest to maintain, change</td>
<td>mutual benefits and knowledge, equal relationship and partnership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Values influence on society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>A</strong></th>
<th><strong>B</strong></th>
<th><strong>C</strong></th>
<th><strong>D</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>work, livelihood, urban might be poor as rural</td>
<td>villagers enabled by Church Women Bank, First Church Act, Christian entrepreneurs, social workers. Change Make, mission workers</td>
<td>water, light, cooling, sanitation, Rural petroil, wood, no et. Urban discontinuous electricity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marginalization, climate change</td>
<td>education, Women Bank, building small own business, education for occupation, profession. lack of knowledge, into better practicals e.g farming</td>
<td>investments, life-cycle 30 years for off-grid solar, no money.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water, food</td>
<td>communication, what happens in the field, how we can help, like wells for water and education, visits</td>
<td>food, water, pumping, Barrier, not observing, other’s talents and capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no to work, poverty</td>
<td>empowering people, training, work, Christian entrepreneurs, Women Bank, small business, fans, going were people are</td>
<td>light education, cooling stove, lighting, solar, electricity, Urban electricity network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm Church Aid and Women Bank helped villagers, family relatives</td>
<td>trade and technology school, people can, probe attitude towards neighbors, mutual knowledge and sharing, working together, change makers</td>
<td>street/outdoor light - gathering small business, mobile phone charging booklets, books place, lighting telling ice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>common values, government, laws</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Continues in the next page
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. education, food, water, energy, health, electricity, all light, impoverished slaves</td>
<td>transportation infra</td>
<td>water, sanitation, electricity, light, rural poverty, wood, continuous agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. empowerment, public education, books, papers</td>
<td>groundwater pumping, waterworks, flood control</td>
<td>money, funding, building, education, construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. clean drinking water, power, equipment, machines e.g. pumps</td>
<td>public education, long term change, clean water, hydropower</td>
<td>money, funding, building, education, construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. lack of knowledge, inflation, old traditions, not wanting</td>
<td>through empowerment, e.g. handmade furniture, original energy-intensive, small changes</td>
<td>empowerment, infra, baths, education, transfer between countries, visits, public education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. village widens, lead users, pilots</td>
<td>water, hygine, clean cooking, energy efficiency</td>
<td>NGOs, public education, social services info, agro-ecology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6. clean food, food land or buy surplus for market, productivity agriculture, integrated system</td>
<td>clean cooking, light, toilets</td>
<td>how to handle conflicts, opportunities to do something else, Access to resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. food, water, irrigation, flood control,</td>
<td>education, knowledge, institutional change, maintain own system, technology for transfer</td>
<td>lack of knowledge, info, better practices e.g. fracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. integrated together, all should be involved</td>
<td>through empowerment, e.g. handmade furniture, original energy-intensive, small changes</td>
<td>lacking clean water, training, how to do and arrange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td></td>
<td>training project training, productive farming, small things available, step-by-step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td></td>
<td>training, transfer your knowledge, viable places for better practices, how to run programs, pilots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11. among people simple steps by steps towards what people need in collaboration</td>
<td>village schools, house, kitchen, garden, training new practices for adults, micro-businesses</td>
<td>sustainability and knowledge transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td></td>
<td>local food cultivation, migration, perhaps greenhouse with artificial light and soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td></td>
<td>water, food, health, education, energy, water, energy, water purification, and the minimum use of technology knowhow, information, economics, materials, data, drinking water, water purification, access to energy, irrigation, energy, value, cultivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td></td>
<td>water, food, health, education, energy, water, energy, water purification, and the minimum use of technology knowhow, information, economics, materials, data, drinking water, water purification, access to energy, irrigation, energy, value, cultivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td></td>
<td>water, food, health, education, energy, water, energy, water purification, and the minimum use of technology knowhow, information, economics, materials, data, drinking water, water purification, access to energy, irrigation, energy, value, cultivation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16. One waits for the village to accept the technology</td>
<td>Water, food, health, education, energy, water, energy, water purification, and the minimum use of technology knowhow, information, economics, materials, data, drinking water, water purification, access to energy, irrigation, energy, value, cultivation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. One waits for the village to accept the technology</td>
<td>Water, food, health, education, energy, water, energy, water purification, and the minimum use of technology knowhow, information, economics, materials, data, drinking water, water purification, access to energy, irrigation, energy, value, cultivation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. One waits for the village to accept the technology</td>
<td>Water, food, health, education, energy, water, energy, water purification, and the minimum use of technology knowhow, information, economics, materials, data, drinking water, water purification, access to energy, irrigation, energy, value, cultivation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. One waits for the village to accept the technology</td>
<td>Water, food, health, education, energy, water, energy, water purification, and the minimum use of technology knowhow, information, economics, materials, data, drinking water, water purification, access to energy, irrigation, energy, value, cultivation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. One waits for the village to accept the technology</td>
<td>Water, food, health, education, energy, water, energy, water purification, and the minimum use of technology knowhow, information, economics, materials, data, drinking water, water purification, access to energy, irrigation, energy, value, cultivation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21. Peace and citizens working together</td>
<td>Collaboration: transfer (less), Energy is a mean for a better life</td>
<td>Sustainability and knowledge transfer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

23 November 2015
TAMAA Case study report
Appendix IE: Narrative stories of interviewees

Story 1, Jyrki Myllärniemi

Story 2, Tapio Keränen

Story 3 Pramod Bhusal

Story 4 Solveig Nylund

Story 5 Mikko Juntunen

Story 6 Paula Tommila

Story 7 Vuokko Alanne

Story 8 Tomi Järvinen

Story 9 Pasi Aaltonen

Story 10 Paulo Pinho

Story 11 Seppo Vehko

Story 12 Majok Kariom

Story 13 Mika Vehnämäki

Story 14 Helene Taal

Experiences:

These are not in the same order as stories

Experience 1: international solar-energy company working in 140 countries mostly in developing countries, Ph.D in physics, CERN, Nokia, light-emitted-diodes for medicine sector, solar cells and systems several years.

Experience 2: international University. Master thesis student in business management. From South-Sudan and lived in Finland for some years.

Experience 3: international power companies, In development co-operation in Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland and in international Christian NGO, 12 years experience in Africa

Experience 4: international Christian NGO, 17 years in developing country Africa clean water projects building wells, after that in Finland as controller (economy, finance, administration) for this NGO since 2003 for managing funding and aids for NGO's projects.

Experience 5: International Church NGO, own association since 2009 co-operation with Finn Church Aid developing school-concept, aim to create a prototype concept to some target country, evaluated school construction work in Haiti, a coordinator for school construction work, experienced in construction work, education and training, further developing school-concept in developing countries like Kongo and south-Sudan, Philippines

Experience 6: international university, developing countries like Nepal, Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines, Ethiopia, EU countries, several years experience
Experience 7: Espoo Evangelical Lutheran Church, a sending organisation responsible for several mission and development aid for target developing countries. 28 years as mission coordinating secretary and other activities.

Experience 8: International sustainability consultant firm. In development co-operation in Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland and then in international sustainability consultant firm, several years.

Experience 9: Espoo Evangelical Lutheran Church, a sending organisation responsible for several mission and development aid for target developing countries. 12 years as mission coordinating secretary, before that as assistant in business environment. 10 cr international diaconate DIAK course. Cooperation linking work with parishes, mission organisations, mission workers, other organisations.

Experiences 10: over 30 years Espoo Evangelical Lutheran Church, different kinds of work, church international work practices in deacon multicultural work and work among young people in Finland working together 14-30 years, hope to make change to happen: wells to Senegal, school fares to children in Brazil and in Ethiopia, long-term work, new views to carry out international deacon work KUA, SLS, interactive, conversational, how money is spent, photos and stories of supported countries, learn a new way to do your work learning curve 2-3 years, change makers, in Zimbabwe, India, integrating all parish practices to serve both international and domestic parishes, joint responsibility

Experience 11: International Church NGO, Since 1996 international development co-operation work, PhD in empowering partners

Experience 12: Dr. Economics, valtiotieteellisentiaatti, senior economics advisor Department for Development Policy Ministry of Foreign Affairs, for co-operation development in all foreign affairs and especially development in private sector. Advisors do not run programs, and for those are different people.

Experience 13: D.Sc. International University teacher and researcher, electrical engineering. B.Sc in Other Europe country. M.Sc in Finland in electrical engineering inverter power electronics.

Experience 14: International power company over 30-years, several positions, D.Sc
Appendix IF: Further rounds of interviews and feedback

A) Tomi Järvinen, Pasi Aaltonen 15 May 2015:

2. Clean Water:

ABC reference case, how maintenance of solar-based water-pumping, is there an employee to take care of? How the village-community was created about 1000 villagers? Cheap clean water, how?

Haiti school as a second reference, a school, Pasi (telephone 14.08.2014) the presentation from Haiti.

3. Light

Finn Aid reference, costs for a school, Pasi

4. School Garden

Solar-based Drip-Irrigation, reference Benin

How about a school and garden, is yields enough for food for pupils? Are parents involved? SGT?

4) Concept, puzzles, building blocks for villagers to solve their problems

5) sub-Sharan Africa BOP market

Pasi and Tomi: all in schools e.g. in Haiti clean water. Light in school, costs, how the school community arranged? How maintenance and taking care? Who owns? Who owns ’maintenance, who is maintenance staff? responsibilities. compare SELF/NAPS Benin case. What is the output: services as Clean Water, Light, gardening for Food, and concepts as village-school concept. Landownership. Can a school-garden produce enough food for school-children? There is no mechanisms for school-masters to create school gardens, school-masters are responsible for their school and it's maintenance, how possible even this school food is considered importance? Kongo, a small invest was given and they could decide by themselves what to do with this investment, how to get incomes to school, probably first for teachers' salaries, school maintenance and in the end for school food. Some micro-start like a small kiosk beside the school and possibility to sell tea and coffee. The structure might be: when the sate is weak, and not capable to independently to build a school system, then parents of school children have to take the role, and this kind of involvement will arise from the need that you have to do this in order that your children will get education, will this lead even worse situation so that the state will not take its responsibility? Negation sand dialogue with the state is
needed, and also challenge the state with good practices and examples how to arrange education, Unlock the potential, so that local people themselves will start to take care of themselves and try to find their own solutions. E.g. It took seven years to get a project plan for a local youth centre, sometime it is good to have time for locals. Now this centre is running locally. Or to give a start investment and let local to decide how to use it. How to self-actualise locals? Learning by watching and doing (Thier RTS), there huge amount of text-materials in these development co-operation contexts, we do research for our purpose for our research community or EU standards, we are forced to convince that their is the knowledge behind our work, we must prove. Einstein said, that if you are not capable to explain your phenomenon to your mom, you do not know your stuff. Methodology in TAMAA case report, why needed?

Professional education? Education by companies? Those who are living in streets, they should have education which can give them immediately some wages like apprenticeship contract, they do not endure to wait couple of years to get out of school and after that some wages, (they do not have anything at street!). How about agriculture and gardening? You need food but you want get out of agriculture? How transportation and logistics, co-operative farms? On the other hand, there were a beer-brewery in the other end of road and there were many lorries. Hardship and lack of appreciation in traditional agriculture. What would be alternative ways to arrange agriculture, roads and infra? Mobile phone more important that the education of children, because of the need of appreciation and status.

08 October 2014: Tomi Järvinen
Petri Hautaniemi, Ministry for Foreign Affair in Finland. Haiti Pasi. South-Sudan?.

B) Jyrki Mylläriemi 11 June 2014

Culture, how we express our values and beliefs and how we value a human being. E.g. Christianity is the foundation of our culture. The cultures of African countries, e.g Tanzania official languages Swahili and English, religions major Christians, minor Muslims, and Maasai people. Most schools are Christian in Sub-Sharan Africa. Differences and different expressions of culture and religions can add richness among our country. Spirit, Soul. (Collier A. 1999. Being and worth 'Humans and unique and equal in respect having a life to live'; Figure 12; Frankl V.E. 1983, 2010).

Village-School concept, Jyrki Zimbabwe, village pilot, there is no ideal model, we are not perfect people and there are both success stories and failures, locality and small-scale concepts, many systems are so difficulties and corrupted and traditional so that large-scale systems are difficult to build and the development is so slow, in these small systems grow from down to upwards as micro-loans and micro-business at village levels. Barriers like land ownership issues, land reform, international rights, human rights, national laws, corruption, fare trade of resources like coffee, cacao, minerals. These small-scale systems have advantages that they are uncoupled from those structures of power, off-grid systems like water and electricity and schools, for those that lacking land reform is not so big problem, e.g. schools by churches. Building a farm owned by some institution or church or co-operative society, and it rents land plots to people for cultivating, and e.g about 1000 people could have possible to farm a one
big farm and the rent would big enough for maintaining infra (compare Ilunda Ward Water project), self-actualising and people like to work for family and their children, human needs and voluntary, mutual advantages, differences of humans, independence, human values, rights for education, healthcare, banking, co-operative working, equality also in practice.

Confirming Zimbabwe village story. -> also learnt to prepare soaps and other things which then people were able to sell, micro-business, local production, no need to go migrant work.

C) Pramod Bhusal 22 May 2014
Very many topics, too many things there and here, what this report wants to tell? More clear and compact, one page abstract, Introduction just introduction, whose vision and goals?, what is the topic of work this TAMAA case, (now the topic on the cover page RTS), are goals and vision your (RTS) recommendations or which. What is the order of introducing your (RTS) work and the current situation of basic needs? Literature review what others have done (now in licentiate thesis but background review for basic needs as a baseline in TAMAA case RTS). Gap to fill, case study. Then theory and methodology (now in licentiate thesis but shortly in TAMAA case, only Interviews more comprehensively, only my used methodologies), combining major methodologies and grouping. The results: my methodologies and created processes, e.g. How Light Service created, and Interview results. Result Needs covered, result services as Light, Clean Water, Drip-irrigation for Food market. Then concepts created which are not yet exact services. Mention in the beginning that you are going to do this and this (related to results) and what methodologies you used for those. Village-school concept is a suggestion (proposal) based on interviews and include created services. Professional education, what the role in TAMAA case? education for new created services. Chapter for recommendations. Village concept, a first draft what it could be.

D) Tapio Keränen 26 May 2014
Definitions, abbreviations. TAMAA, SMILE and others like NGO. Purpose ok, chapter Strategic goals vision etc. strategic goals are strategic steps, vision: what is the target for future, mission shorter and more exact. Figure 2 Basic needs, the meaning of hungry people hunger malnutrition. Background of basic needs chapter ok, why Africa? -> journey to TAMAA. (Why Africa? Is now in Chapter Market perspective RTS). Methodology:

Research questions (at the moment divided in more specific questions RTS). Figure 4 Scientific enquire my process, Georg Henrik von Wright, the term definition. Qualitative and quantitative research, ok. Creation process, for what? (Now, Service Creation Process, RTS). Critical realism: perspective, Philosophy, paradigm, at upper level, this is chosen, in sociology, also in natural science e.g. they work together e.g. Wright. Figure Ackroyd et al., in organisation studies and in sociology. Complex systems. Case studies and interviews at same level (methodology or method). Complex system theory. Community is a target organisation to study. Community is a complex system and methodology/Philosophy critical realism. Learning organisation related to complex system and organisation theory. Learning organisation a character of community. Conceptualisation, concepts. Visualisation e.g. matrix analysis, maps, flow-
charts. Validation, verification. Technology: sustainability theory to beginning to background and my LCA calculations to results. Technology transfer: to background and to my results. Results to sub-chapters as Services, Concepts, professional education for new services might be in discussion and discuss relation to others work. Recommendations. results own chapter, discussions it's own. 6-7 chapters totally, sub chapters.

E) Mikko Juntunen 5 June 2014, written comments

Hei,

Lueskelin nyt tuota TAMAA raporttia (versio 28.5.). En alkanut oikeasti kattavasti läpilukemaan, ja erityisesti ohitin teorettiset viittekehkyset, joita esittelet melko laajasti. Oletan, että tämä raportti ei ole lisensiaattityösi, vaan lisuri perustuu tähän?


On the positive side, minulla ei ole niihin sisällöllisesti mitään olennaista huomautettavaa ja näyttää siltä, että haastattelukomenttini on ymmärretty ja dokumentoitu mielestäni täysin riittävän oikein.


Tsemppiä!

Terv.
Mikko

F) George Pindua

5 September 2014
Dear Dr. Ritva,
I am very sorry for my delaying to reply your email. I also happy to making it clear. First of all you have to understand that solar power is new technology to people who live in the countryside. If i am not wrong it is about five or ten years since the technology introduced to us.

Secondly in rural area, there were few people who roofed their house by iron- sheet while the majority were roofing by glass. In this respective therefore, you can see about 20% use solar power while 80% were not using solar power due to nature of their house. In order to arrange this program to take off, we should provide education to them for the purpose of change their mind and build good houses.

For the people who ha ve already built good house, they can able to own solar and pay the necessity costs while the poor people cannot afford to buy the panel and maintenance of the system once corrupted. This also should be in your mind that some villages there is electricity but people are not installed in the house due to economic crisis. I think, this question is very clear to you. In case of any thing please let me know.

Dean Pindua

24 September 2014
Dear Dr. Ritva,
Many greetings from Pastor Pindua.
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate you for very good job you have done in this paper. This paper is touch the well-being of people in rural area. The findings that you have shown in this paper will help in writing project proposal which intends to support the community. For instance the issue of health, clean water and solar power are very important. I think you have to make a plan to visit me so that we can have direct talks.

I will be ready to write an invitation letter to you. We are want to support our people but we do not know where to send our proposal as you know donors are willing to work with somebody of whom they trust. It is my hope that through this channel we can make tangible things to our community. I will appreciate to hear your inputs in this regards. In his name. Dean Pindua.

25 November 2014
Dear Ritva, Many greetings from pastor Pindua. It is my hope that you are doing very fine with daily activity. I at also happy to have Dt Irja here in Tanzania together with Dr. Mikko. They are all accepting the idea of having solar power in future at Kimbilio. Despite the planing we are thinking in poverty alleviation still we have to figure out about solar power too. Dean Pindua

Report comprehensive, those things included that are valuable to South-Sudan, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda etc. in Africa. When creating new services and business.
SMILE Base Case, Water

Hybrid energy systems are considered appropriate solutions for electrification of remote rural areas, where the grid extension is not economical and available. Rural hybrid power systems have several kinds of systems as one solution such as the hybrid off-grid solution, which consists of a wind turbine, a solar photovoltaic (PV) array, a generator and an inverter (Figure a). The optimization of rural hybrid solution in order to find the best combination of energy components benefits the strengths of each type of sources that complement one another. They are usually more reliable and less expensive than systems relying on a single source of energy. The importance of availability of spare parts, operations and maintenance as well as training for village people should be included into the design process of the new energy services. (Ashok, 2006; Bekele, 2009; Bernal-Agustín & Dufo-López, 2009; Greasen, 2010; Muralikrishna & Lakshminarayana, 2008; Ouma 2011; Zahn et al., 2006)

![Figure a. PV-Wind system, source Bekele 2009, p.44. The solar power is captured by Photovoltaic (PV) arrays, PV arrays: exploit solar energy resource, Wind turbines: exploit wind energy resource, Batteries: energy storages, Inverter: draws its DC energy from batteries charged by PV arrays, Generator: back-up diesel or petrol generator](image)

The solar-powered system with drip irrigation is watering the school garden in the Singida region of Tanzania, where the solar-wind hybrid pumping provides clean water for drinking and food preparations. The system has a submersible pump able to pump large amount of water for 24 hours per 7 days per week, the solar panels are located on the roof of the well-house, and the chlorination system makes its own chlorine and injects the correct amount directly into the flow line from the pump. The water purification technology is in use. Solar panels and submersible pump worked at the first phase (diesel generator as a back-up) and at the second phase the wind turbine was added to the system. The water project for Gunda Secondary School started in 2006, wells were located by the Global Positioning System (GPS) and by help of local men, in
Consequences that several of these wells and storages needed maintenance (Outreach Education). The solar-powered real-life groundwater pumping in the ABC Water project was assessed in Chapter 4.1 Clean Water Service and in Appendix IB ABC Water Project and the ongoing Nyagowa Water and Health clinic in (SLEF Nyagowa, 2015). Solar-powered water pumping is considered stable and reliable, the other real-life cases are delivered by NAPS Solar Systems (NAPS Water, 2015), which have referred in this TAMAA Case, see Figure b below. Submersible pumps were illustrated in Chapter 4.1 Clean Water Figure 4.5 and in the licentiate thesis (Saarinen, R., 2015b). The Lorentz solar water pumps for clean water and irrigation are found in (Lorentz portal, 2015).

![Naps solar pumping systems](image)

**Figure b. Naps solar pumping systems**


Solar-powered drip irrigation for gardening was assessed in Chapter 4.2 Service, Drip Irrigation to Food Markets and in the licentiate thesis (Saarinen R., 2015b)

Services, Clean Water and Drip Irrigation to Food Markets, operate without wind turbines, the hybrid systems were not the focus in this TAMAA Case nor in the licentiate thesis. Bekele & Getnet (2012) continues their studies in hybrid systems in Ethiopia. Whereas, Shivrath et al. (2012) introduced PV-Wind Pilot in India in order to
demonstrate a continuous and reliable power supply and decrease in the amount of batteries needed. The study hybrid system consisted of a 700 W wind turbine, two 240 W PV panel each amounting to 440W, and two batteries as shown in Figure c. The need for hybrid system was to pump water for drip irrigation of 1.5 acres (6 000 m² of mango crops), and the pump selected was a submersible pump with daily capacity of 16 650 liters. Further work is required to establish the viability of PV-wind hybrid systems in developing countries.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure c. Solar-wind hybrid system in India case study: a) Hybrid energy system model; b) Hybrid system components, source: Shivrath et al. (2012).**